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Abstract 

The End of Nonalignment and Generous Refugee Policy or The EU as an Opportunity?: 

Sweden’s National Self-determination in the EU Membership Debate, 1987 – 1991, Autumn 

2016 

This thesis examines how the parliamentary debate in Sweden saw the consequences of Sweden 

as a nation were to join the European Union. The nation is defined as a state based on national 

self-determination. The EU is regarded as a supra-state organisation and one of the more 

extensive efforts of its kind. I specifically examine two themes in Swedish foreign policy. These 

are the nonalignment policy and migration policy. Through a discourse analysis I show that all 

political parties perceive consequences for the self-determination and all argue self-

determination will be lost in the event of membership. However, they are divided in what they 

believed this would lead to. Some parties support EU whereas others are sceptical of EU. Parties 

that support an EU-membership argue that it is inevitable to join and Sweden will lose self-

determination anyway. A membership opens the possibility to influence and participate, but an 

abstaining will lead forced acceptance of policies. Many of the supporters are even positive of 

being a member in EU. Sceptics, on the other hand believe Sweden will lack influence and lose 

all self-determination. The organisation itself is against Sweden as it is a supra-state 

organisation, which may reduce the role of single member-states. For the nonalignment policy, 

the government initially use it as an argument against EU, but later support membership if the 

nonalignment policy can be kept. The other supporters acknowledge the nonalignment policy, 

but nevertheless assert that EU is compatible with the nonalignment policy. This is because of 

the changes in the geopolitical situation. Sceptics believe the nonalignment policy reject 

membership, mostly due to the still uncertain geopolitical situation and the suspicion EU will 

deprive Sweden of its decision-making. Sometimes they suggest the self-determination and 

nonalignment policy are prerequisites for each other. In the migration policy, all parties support 

generous migration policy, but they have different opinions of how EU will affect it. Supporters 

note that restrictions occur in EU, but Sweden should – as an EU member – make the others 

countries introduce generous policies. However, sceptics believe that EU membership by 

default will lead restrictions in Sweden’s migration policy. All the same, both sceptics and 

supporters of EU continuously argued that restrictions in Sweden’s policies are results of 

external factors. Whether it is EU membership or an overstretched Swedish refugee handling. 

Keywords: Sweden, European Union, EU membership, supra-state, self-determination, 

nonalignment policy, migration policy, neutrality, Late twentieth-century, critical discourse 

analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

1.2 Aim & questions  

This thesis aims to examine how a national self-determination is believed to be affected by 

membership in a supra-state organisation such as EU. More specifically the aim is to analyse 

how politicians in the Swedish parliament’s (The Riksdag) discussed the loss of self-

determination EU membership would entail.1 In order to analyse the dilemma of self-

determination I have decided to exemplify the debate with Sweden’s nonalignment policy and 

migration policy and how they were believed to be affected by membership. Migration policy 

is for instance, one policy that nations have often been stated to be unwilling to modify as a 

result of membership in organisations.2 And nonalignment policy was a core doctrine in 

Sweden’s foreign policy during the Cold War. For clarity’s sake, I analyse them separately.  

 

The overarching question for this thesis is: How did Swedish political parties argue that 

Sweden’s self-determination was to be affected by a membership in the European Union? 

Subordinate to this question it is possible to ask: Was self-determination more acceptable to 

lose in certain policies than others? For the nonalignment policy, I employ these questions: 

What would be the consequences for nonalignment policy be in the event of an EU 

membership? Were certain aspects of the policy more possible to modify than others? 

What was important to safeguard? The questions for the migration policy are of quite similar 

nature: What would be the consequences for Sweden’s migration-policy in the event of an 

EU membership? Were certain parts of migration policy more possible to modify than 

others? What could not be modified? 

 

1.3 Sources 

In order to uncover the political debate important sources are printed material from the Swedish 

parliament (the Riksdag) and by extension the government. In this case, particularly 

                                                 

1 The European Union has undergone considerable structural and organisational reshaping over the course of its 

long history. During this period its name has also changed significantly which reflects this reshaping in many 

ways. During my period the name for the organisation was ‘the European Communities.’ I will for clarity ‘s sake 

consistently ‘the European Union’ (or its abbreviation EU) to describe this organisation and its predecessors. 

Mostly because it is mostly frequently used term today and its strong connection to European cooperation in 

general. Even when the quotes say ‘EC’ or ‘EG’ (as the abbreviation was in Swedish) I will translate it to EU. 
2 Peo Hansen, EU:s migrationspolitik under 50 år: ett integrerat perspektiv på en motsägelsefull utveckling 

([Lund]: Studentlitteratur, 2008), p. 22.  
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Propositioner (bills from the government, abbreviated as Prop.) Utskottsbetänkanden, 

(committee reports abbreviated as Bet.), and other parties’ Motioner (Motions) are important. I 

will also examine some of the major parliamentary debates that discussed Sweden’s relationship 

with EU. Most of these are debates explicitly devoted to this topic, but some are more general 

debates. Statliga Offentliga Utredningar, SOU (State Official Reports) may be important. 

However, while they are appointed by the government or a ministry their committees are 

usually made up of non-politicians (or former politicians). Also, their aim is to give background 

material to the government’s bills. For this reason, they most likely have similar opinions to 

those of the government. Due to this, I will not use these as sources. 

 

What is important is if the sources address the Swedish relationship with EU (including the 

related EES/EEA treaty) and if they mention consequences for Swedish policies in relation to 

the membership. When consequences are mentioned, how are the consequences expressed? Is 

it positive, negative, inevitable, endorsed or opposed? Ways of expressing are important 

because they show how different parties dealt with the idea of self-determination in different 

ways. As some parties unsurprisingly reject cooperation and membership why do they reject 

them, and do they present alternatives? 

 

1.4 Time Frame 

The period I will examine will be from the final years of the Cold War to the year the Swedish 

EU-membership application was submitted, that is, 1987 – 1991. The Cold War’s final years is 

a good starting point because during the greater part of the Cold War Sweden did only 

sporadically seek a membership with the EU. During this time, Sweden was a member of the 

EFTA (European Free Trade Association), which is as the name implies an association for free 

trade amongst its members. The organisation was created in 1960 as an alternative to the 

economic integration of the ECSC-members (a precursor of EU). An important difference from 

the latter is that EFTA members were permitted to design trade conditions with third parties 

independently. It will be shown later how relationship between the EU and Sweden developed. 

During a European Parliament session in 1985 it was decided that the EU should have a more 

organised cooperation with EFTA members. The foreign ministers from both EU and EFTA 

agreed ‘to remove barriers to the movement of people, capital, goods and services between 
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them, thus creating a single market – the European Economic Area (EEA).’3 Both EU and 

EFTA attempted to finalize the agreement so it would come into effect in 1993. The 

reunification of Germany gave additional incentive to complete the negotiations. From the 

Swedish perspective, the government got a mandate to negotiate in 1989. At the EU summit in 

Dublin in 1990 it was decided one would conduct two conferences, one to create a monetary 

union (EMU) and another to create a political union (which would be EU). In the Dutch city of 

Maastricht, the treaty for the latter was signed in 1992.4 

 

Midway through my time period (1989, more specifically) Sweden’s migration policy changed. 

Following a resolution that became known as The St. Lucy Resolution, (Luciabesluet), only 

people defined as refugees according to CRSR (Convention regarding the State of Refugees, 

also known as the Geneva Convention) could seek asylum in Sweden .5 Shortly after the 

Swedish negotiations with EU were initiated the prime minister Ingvar Carlsson declared that 

his government wanted to make Sweden a member of EU. After discussions in the Riksdag all 

parties except Vänsterpartiet Kommunisterna (the Communist Left Party, a socialist party 

further left from of the government),6 and Miljöpartiet (The Green Party, an environmentalist 

party), agreed Sweden should seek membership with preserved nonalignment policy. The 

                                                 

3 In the Swedish debate this agreement came to be known as The White Paper (Vitboken). Cynthia Kite, 

Scandinavia Faces EU: Debates and Decisions on Membership 1961 - 1994, Research Report / Umeå 

University, Department of Political Science, 1996,2 (Umeå: Umeå Univ., Dep. of Political Science, 1996), pp. 

28–29 
4 Cynthia Kite, Scandinavia Faces EU: Debates and Decisions on Membership 1961 - 1994, Research Report / 

Umeå University, Department of Political Science, 1996,2 (Umeå: Umeå Univ., Dep. of Political Science, 1996), 

pp. 28–29. 
5 The received its name after the date the decision was taken, Saint Lucy’s day, 13th of December. After the 

change of government a few years later it was abolished, but the decision indicates a change in the political 

debate regarding migration. Confer with: Mikael Byström and Pär Frohnert, ‘Introduction IV’, in Reaching a 

State of Hope: Refugees, Immigrants and the Swedish Welfare State, 1930-2000, ed. by Mikael Byström and Pär 

Frohnert (Lund, Sweden: Nordic Academic Press, 2013), pp. 242–43. Christina Johansson similarly states that 

this resolution is of note because the Riksdag is not conferred with before the decision is made, this was possible 

due to a clause in the Aliens Act (Utlänningslagen)  which rendered it possible for the government to decided 

immigration rules without approval from the Riksdag. To apply this, it was stated that  

‘the conditions are in a state that it is deemed necessary to regulate the immigration.’ (förhållandena är sådana att 

det bedöms vara nödvändigt för att reglera invandringen) and would concern ‘enough people it would cause 

great strain on the Swedish society and the Swedish refugee handling’ (så pass många personer att det skulle 

medföra stora påfrestningar för det svenska samhället och den svenska flyktingmottagningen.) ‘Regeringens 

Proposition 1988/89:86 Med Förslag till Utlänningslag M.m. - Riksdagen.se’, p. 89 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Propositioner-och-skrivelser/med-forslag-till-

utlanningslag_GC0386/?html=true> [accessed 27 April 2015]. and Johansson argues that government see that 

criteria for this had been met., p. 304 note 39. 
6 From now on abbreviated VPK. 
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government7 submitted the membership application in June 1991, but it led to a backlash from 

their own party. After the submission was made Carlsson announced it to the Riksdag. Kite 

claims that no debate or voting occurred after the speech was held, but I will show it gave rise 

to a debate, albeit not a debate that led to voting.8 This will mark the end of the time frame of 

this thesis. After this application, the EU question changed from if Sweden should be a member 

to what Sweden should do as a member.9 

 

1.5 Theoretical considerations 

There are some important remarks regarding the thesis’ terminology that needs to clarified 

before we can investigate the debate. I make a distinction between migration policy and 

migration, the latter is an empirical term, and the former is an analytical term. Migration policies 

refer to all policies regarding movement of people across state borders. On the other hand, 

migration is a term that may take different meanings depending on how the debaters are using 

it. As we will see later, the different parties define migration quite differently from each other. 

For some parties, migration refers to refugee policies and Swedish labour market and for others 

migration also include peoples’ movement to and from EU. 

 

As for nonalignment policy vis-à-vis neutrality and neutrality policy, the former is an analytical 

term and the latter two are empirical. I use nonalignment policy to refer to the overarching 

policy imperative of Sweden during the Cold War. When the sources refer to the neutrality, I 

examine how it corresponds to my definition of nonalignment policy. Neutrality is something 

that only occurs in war so the official stance was ‘non-alignment in peace with the purpose of 

neutrality in war,’ but in the political debate the nonalignment policy was commonly dubbed 

neutrality policy. The nonalignment policy itself contained many different policies, but they 

                                                 

7 The government was during this period was exclusively made up of Socialdemokratiska Arbetarpartiet (the 

Social Democratic Workers’ Party, from now on abbreviated as SAP) 
8 Kite, p. 29. 
9 Kite shows that after the speech formal negotiations started in early 1993. The result was the signing of a 

‘Treaty of Accession’ in March 1994. Following the signing an advisory referendum voted in favour of 

membership and the first day of 1995 Sweden became a full member of the EU. Kite, p. 29; See also; Nils Bertel 

Einar Andrén, Maktbalans Och Alliansfrihet: Svensk Utrikespolitik under 1900-Talet, Uppl. 1 (Stockholm: 

Norstedts juridik, 1996), pp. 150–53 Andrén also mentions that resistance against EU was prevalent during the 

time the negotiations were carried out. According to him, there were two main reasons; the Maastricht treaty and 

the Swedish financial crisis in 1992. 
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ultimately served to make Sweden able to avoid war involvement.10 However, we will see that 

neutrality policy and neutrality also often featured in the discussions about cooperation with 

inter-state organisations. When quoting, or referring to the sources I will use the terms the way 

the sources use them, but when I make my analysis I will exclusively discuss nonalignment 

policy. Some of the researchers also use neutrality and neutrality policy interchangeably and 

when referring to them I will use their terminology. But I will study if their descriptions of the 

terms may be regarded as part of the nonalignment policy. I also see sovereignty and 

independence as synonymous with self-determination as all refer to autonomy of states and 

nations. I use the word self-determination as it is the common term in this field of study and 

also in international law.11 

 

My main method in this thesis is critical discourse analysis. A very basic but useful definition 

of discourse, employed by Marianne Winther Jørgensen, is ‘a determined way to talk about and 

understand the world.’12 The analysis is a way to grasp these ways of understanding. In essence, 

a discourse analysis is based on the idea that reality is experienced through language as the 

language creates appearances, and these appearances decide how we experience reality.13 

Winther Jørgensen also means that the appearances may only be understood through discourses. 

The critical discourse analysis derives from Christina Johansson’s method. What makes this 

method distinct is that it is based on the idea ‘that discourses both create and reflect the social 

world.’14 In other words, a reality exists beyond the discourses themselves. Additionally, in a 

discourse analysis the opinions of specific individuals, are mostly interesting in how their 

opinions can be seen in the discourse’s larger framework.15 I do mention certain named 

individuals and what opinions they express, but their opinions are only viewed in the light of 

the larger discourse. However, Cynthia Kite suggests in her monograph about Sweden’s EU 

                                                 

10The policies I regard as part of the nonalignment policy includes neutrality, neutrality policy, security, defence, 

and foreign policy, which the sources will occasionally refer to. So, when the sources refer to these policies I 

examine how these topics relate to the nonalignment policy. 
11 Confer with for example; Allen E. Buchanan, Justice, Legitimacy, and Self-Determination: Moral 

Foundations for International Law, Oxford Political Theory (Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 

2004); Globalization and Self-Determination: Is the Nation State under Siege?, ed. by David R. Cameron, 

Gustav Ranis, and Annalisa Zinn, Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy, 58 (London ; New York: 

Routledge, 2006). 
12 (Ett bestämt sätt att tala om och förstå världen) Marianne Winther Jørgensen and Louise Phillips, 

Diskursanalys som teori och metod (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2000), p. 7. 
13 Winther Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 7. 
14 Johansson, p. 302 note 5. 
15 Johansson, p. 302 note 5. 
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membership emphasising political parties can give an indicator of the conflict’s nature. While 

I do not give this direct attention, Kite’s method makes it possible to see if the themes I observe 

as important in the debate are also believed as important in the secondary literature.16  I am also 

employing a typology when examining how different political parties argued around the topics. 

When they mention consequences for Sweden’s policies, how do they express it? Is it positive, 

negative, inevitable, endorsed or opposed? 

 

1.6 Previous research 

The research on Swedish migration policy and nonalignment policy as well as the EU debate 

are undoubtedly vast. However, it is political science that is the predominant discipline in all of 

these topics. Historians have examined it sparingly. Research regarding policies about 

Sweden’s nonalignment policy has often examined Sweden’s journey towards EU (often called 

the EU harmonisation). The most frequently examined topic herein has been Sweden’s 

neutrality/neutrality policy. Yet, this research tends to focus on the government’s statements 

and opinions rather than the parliamentary debate related to the issue, this goes for both the 

years before Sweden became EU member and the years following the membership. 

 

The Swedish migration policy have been extensively researched, and in particular the 

inconsistency between the external message and the actual actions and sentiments. This 

inconsistency entailed that Swedish politicians advocated a generous and humane refugee 

policy, all the while implementing consecutively stricter restrictions in the policy. This was 

because refugees were viewed as having difficulties integrating and facing various other 

problems. However, research in this field rarely address the role EU had or was believed to 

have. As for research that focus on EU debate, discussions about migration policy within the 

debate are rarely examined, while my thesis reveals it was indeed a frequent topic, most notably 

discussed by EU sceptics. 

 

My contribution to the research is the examination of the role of the idea of self-determination 

in the EU debate. The role of self-determination has rarely been discussed as a separate topic 

in the EU debate. In previous research, it is predetermined that EU membership will lead to loss 

of self-determination. However, researchers have rarely examined how the self-determination 

                                                 

16 Kite, p. 148. 
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was debated. This is especially true regarding the different opinions on the self-determination 

among politicians. I also point out that migration policy was a frequent topic in the EU debate, 

which previous research has rarely acknowledged. Although there are some historians that have 

examined the EU debate, such as Erik Axelsson, it is predominantly a field of political science. 

I offer a historical perspective on the EU debate by pointing out changes in stances over time 

and how this changes came about. 

 

In his thesis Historien i Politiken: Historieanvändning i norsk och svensk EU-debatt 1990-1994 

(published 2006), the historian Erik Axelsson is examining the political usage of historiography 

and historians’ role in the EU debate in Sweden and Norway during the early 90s. The central 

theme of his thesis is the connection between politics and historiography. Axelsson turns his 

attention to both politicians' use of history and how the historians performed in the debate. The 

use of history can have a ‘legitimizing and mobilizing function’ and ‘appeal to identity and 

sentiments of affinity,’ according to Axelsson.17 The focus in Axelsson’s thesis is to highlight 

how history can be a political force. The EU debate is used to illustrate this as, ‘relations with 

the West European integration has [...] been one of the most important national matters during 

the post-war period.’18 However, I use the EU debate to illustrate how politicians tackled the 

issue of self-determination which was the common way of defining a nation. As Axelsson 

shows many debaters argued that the neutrality policy (which I regard as part of the 

nonalignment policy) had a long history in Sweden and that the country’s long history of 

independence, was threatened by EU membership. Sometimes they also discussed Pan-

European collaborative efforts and some debaters claimed they were better forms of cooperation 

than EU. However, Axelsson is not dealing with migration policy and its role in the debate. 

Furthermore, I see nonalignment policy and migration policy as examples of policy imperatives 

related to Swedish sovereignty. 

 

The political scientist Cynthia Kite’s thesis Scandinavia Faces EU: Debates and Decisions on 

Membership 1961-1994 (published 1996) is mainly focused on policies, how they developed 

and were put into practice. As the title of the thesis implies, the EU membership question in the 

                                                 

17 Erik Axelsson, Historien i politiken: historieanvändning i norsk och svensk EU-debatt 1990 - 1994: summary: 

history in politics: the use of history in the Norwegian and Swedish debates on member ship in the European 

Union 1990 - 1994, Studia historica Upsaliensia, 226 (Uppsala: Univ, 2006), p. 13. 
18 (förhållandet till den västeuropeiska integrationen har […] varit en av de viktigaste nationella frågorna under 

efterkrigstiden) Axelsson, p. 14.  
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Scandinavian countries serves to exemplify differences in policy process. In other words, it is 

foreign policy that is her field of study and not historical developments and events. It should be 

noted that the issue took different shape in the Scandinavian countries. Denmark became a 

member in the 70s, Sweden in the 90s and Norway never became a member. Also, Denmark 

and Norway are NATO members whereas Sweden is not. Nevertheless, Kite sees the countries 

as relatively similar domestic structure, with a universal welfare state and similar parliamentary 

structures. Yet, their foreign policy was quite different as evidenced by their different 

approaches to EU membership and NATO. Kite calls this the empirical puzzle, what made the 

policy so different? Apart from scrutinizing different actors, Kite also considers issues (in the 

sense of how certain topics were addressed) rather than how certain institutions expressed a 

certain outlook. Nevertheless, the comparison is a crucial part of her research and Sweden 

serves as one country that is compared (together with the other Scandinavian countries). This 

is, apart from her field of study, markedly different from my approach, which focuses on the 

discourses regarding the national self-determination. When it comes to Sweden, the neutrality 

policy is addressed by Kite, and its connection with the notion of self-determination is also 

touched upon. The role migration policy had in the EU debate are not dealt with at all. 

According to Kite, albeit referring to Scandinavia as a whole, arguments based on ‘economic, 

political, and security/international [issues] were the most important ones.’19 If that is the case, 

how did Sweden specifically discuss these topics? 

 

The historian Christina Johansson is examining the Swedish migration policy discourse during 

the latter half of the 20th century. A key basis for her work is that nationalism played an 

important role in establishing and reformulating migration policy. Johansson mentions the EU 

membership sparingly and it serves as a reference point to relate Sweden’s policies to 

international actions and policies. The parliamentary debate is not given any attention, but 

rather statements and printed material from ‘governmental actors’ as well as comments from 

interest groups (such as Sweden’s trade unions and the Migration Board). The former category 

includes bills from the government as well as ministry reports, but not the representatives in the 

parliament. Johansson’s period is from the end of Second World War to the mid-90s, a 

significantly larger than the one in this thesis. While nationalism is not the focus of my thesis, 

one aspect of it does indeed have an important role- This is the idea of the idea of nation as a 

                                                 

19 Kite, p. 148. 
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self-determining state. My two examples of how Sweden’s self-determination was discussed is 

related to this. While certain political actors argued that Sweden was not a nationalist nation, 

Johansson arguments is based on the idea that nationalism played a large role in the policy 

discourse. Johansson’s basis is thus contrary to what these politicians argue. In my thesis, I 

don’t reject this supposition, but I mostly focus on how an aspect of this can be challenged by 

external forces, such as EU in this case. So, in a sense, I base my study on what Johansson is 

arguing for, that is nationalism is very much alive in Sweden. Johansson also brings up the 

proposition that Sweden has over time imposed restrictions in the migration policy, but when 

these occur they are often blamed on other countries. This way, Sweden could argue for 

generosity, solidarity, and respect for human rights in international forums, even after The St. 

Lucy Resolution.20 Do these stances appear in the parliamentary debate as well? Was the 

rhetoric unfazed by the resolution? There are two main opuses by Johansson that is mostly 

relevant where the latter is above all an English summary of the former, these are Välkomna till 

Sverige?: svenska migrationspolitiska diskurser under 1900-talets andra hälft (published 2005) 

and ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image: Discourses on Migration and the Nation-State in the Late 

Twentieth Century’ (published 2013). There is also another article that is somewhat relevant, 

‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner: Självbild eller Verklighet?’21 (published 2008). The last 

one is mostly rooted in identity research with historical emphasis, which does not make it less 

relevant, but it pertains to another field than the one I am contributing to. 

 

The political scientist Christine Agius’ monograph The Social Construction of Swedish 

Neutrality: Challenges to Swedish Identity and Sovereignty (published 2006) examines 

Swedish neutrality and how it became seen as a policy during the Cold War. While Sweden is 

the focus, neutrality is surveyed from other perspectives, such as external responses and what 

neutrality itself (as a concept) was responding to. However, it is important to note that Agius 

does not say ‘this is neutrality,’ and instead she suggests its practise and definition may vary 

with the state which dons it. Yet, neutrality gives an ‘internal and external identity [original 

italics] of the nation-state.’22 As said before, identity research is not the primary field I will 

                                                 

20 Christina Johansson, ‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner: Självbild eller Verklighet?’, in Sverigebilder: det 

nationellas betydelser i politik och vardag, ed. by Urban Lundberg and Mattias Tydén, Framtidens samhälle, 12 

(Stockholm: Inst. för framtidsstudier, 2008), pp. 113–17. 
21 Johansson, ‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner’, pp. 113–17. 
22 Christine Agius, The Social Construction of Swedish Neutrality Challenges to Swedish Identity and 

Sovereignty (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006), p. 5 
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contribute to, but to understand how certain concepts – such as nonalignment policy– become 

templates of Swedish foreign policy. It is also important to see what factors made them 

templates. Agius claims that her work attempts to rethink neutrality and see it through social 

constructivist methodology. This method is ‘concerned with the impact of ideas as well as 

material factors, and focuses on how the interests and identities of actors are flexible, or a result 

of certain historical processes.’23 This intends to give a broader picture of neutrality. However, 

the main aim of Agius’ opus is to see neutrality as a component in the nation-state’s identity 

and behaviour.24 In particular, the last remark is relevant to my thesis. Because I see neutrality 

as a component of the nonalignment policy, this claim is an important aspect to bear in mind 

when examining the debate of nonalignment policy. Agius also suggests certain factors that 

makes Sweden an interesting case. To begin with, Swedish neutrality policy reaches further 

back than any other neutral state’s lineage of neutrality, according to Agius. Agius’ view of 

Sweden’s neutrality is that it has lasted almost 200 years which gives it ‘some deeply normative 

foundations, which are related to domestic politics and state-building.’25 Her second theory is 

that the Swedish neutrality has close ties with SAP and their hegemonic role in Swedish society. 

Last, but not least is how the Swedish neutrality was a quite active one, it was in many ways a 

‘platform from which core Social Democratic norms [was presented to] the international 

level.’26 SAP’s attempts to profile Sweden as an internationalist country were much indebted 

in the neutrality policy, according to Agius. The postulations are not directly addressed in my 

thesis. On the other hand, they are a tool in understanding how certain aspects of nonalignment 

policy was seen as more incompatible with EU harmonisation than others. 

 

Erik Ringmar is another political scientist that studies perceptions of Sweden. These 

perceptions are labelled the ‘classic conception of Sweden,’ and includes: the welfare state, 

Sweden as neutral, the Nordic country of Sweden, Sweden as a western country, and lastly the 

friendship with the third world. 27 While they were never explicit or fully agreed upon a rough 

consensus about them did indeed exist. All these categories are studied from both the 

                                                 

<https://login.proxy.bib.uottawa.ca/login?url=http://dx.doi.org/10.7228/manchester/9780719071522.001.0001> 

[accessed 11 July 2016]. 
23 Agius, p. 5. 
24 Agius. 
25 Agius, p. 6. 
26 Agius, p. 6. 
27 Erik Ringmar, ‘Re-Imagining Sweden: The Rhetorical Battle Over EU Membership’, Scandinavian Journal of 

History, 23.1–2 (1998), 45–63 (p. 46) <https://doi.org/10.1080/03468759850116016>. 
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perspective of EU-supporters and sceptics alike. This is because Ringmar attempts to give a 

complete image of their role in shaping what Sweden was believed to be. ‘Sweden as neutral’ 

is closely related to how nonalignment policy is addressed in my thesis, and viewing Sweden 

as a Western country had a role in addressing the nonalignment policy. But the other three have 

less relation to the topics I address. In Ringmar’s research, identity also takes an important role 

in the analysis. 

 

1.7 Thesis Outline  

The following chapter is an overview of Sweden’s relationship with EU (and its predecessors), 

starting with the decisive Metalltalet (the Metal Speech) held by the Swedish prime minister in 

1961. Subsequent chapters deals with the two themes (nonalignment policy and migration 

polices), but they are studied separately. Within both chapters I first discuss the government’s 

and the other SAP representatives’ stances on the issues. They are analysed together as SAP is 

more divided in their opinion on EU than the other parties. The SAP government gradually 

begin to express support for membership, culminating with the membership application in 1991. 

However, many of their representatives in the Riksdag are more cautious in supporting EU. I 

also regard the committee reports, Utskottsbetänkanden, as part of the government’s opinion. 

This is because they usually assume a position similar to the government, even though they 

were composed of different political parties. After this comes the analysis of opposition parties. 

For clarity’s sake, they are split up into whether they mostly support membership or if they are 

mostly sceptical. However, they are both seen as part of the same discourse. Lastly, there is a 

conclusion where my questions are given answers and where I also recapitulate the results from 

the analysis.  
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2. The Swedish Relationship with EU prior to 1987 

According to political scientist Nils Andrén the decisive event for the EC/EU membership 

question was a speech held by the Swedish prime minster, Tage Erlander, in 1961 during the 

annual conference of Swedish Metalworkers’ Union, Metall.28 Erlander declared that a 

membership was not compatible with Sweden’s neutrality policy and would disrupt Swedish 

foreign interests. These foreign interests required freedom in signing of treaties, and alliance 

freedom was a crucial factor in this. Yet, this had to be supplemented with a consistent pursuit 

to ‘avoid bonds that makes it difficult or impossible for Sweden in the event of conflict to 

choose a neutral course and will make the outside world lose their trust that Sweden wishes to 

pursue such a course.’29 Erlander also expressed concern about the trade policies of Sweden in 

the event of EU membership. ‘The outcome of a harmonisation would be that supranational 

bodies may receive authority over Sweden’s trade policies in a way that would be wholly 

deviating from our trade policies practised to date.’30 Erlander also did not approve of EU as it 

did not allow individual members to negotiate with a third party. The governments of the 

member states would instead be limited to inform the EU and express suggestions and wishes.31 

 

As the perception of Sweden abroad was a matter of concern, the images of the EU in Sweden 

were equally important. In addition, Erlander believed that the signatories of the  Rome treaty 

desired EU to be a federation. From a Swedish perspective he stated: ‘If we wish to preserve 

the neutrality policy, [we] cannot align ourselves to this political goal for the European 

cooperation’32 A full membership would thus be out of the question, he continued: ‘[an 

application] might in the current situation be harmful to our vital interests since it could be 

perceived as a political action with the meaning that we were willing to deviate from our 

neutrality policy and seek alignment with NATO.’33 Andrén argues that the main message of 

the speech was that Sweden could not join the common market within the EU. Nevertheless, 

                                                 

28 Andrén, p. 136. 
29 (undvika bindningar som gör det svårt eller omöjligt att Sverige inför en konflikt välja en neutral kurs och som 

kommer omvärlden att förlora sin tilltro på att Sverige önskar välja en sådan kurs) Andrén, p. 136. 
30 (Följden av en anslutning skulle bli att övernationella instanser finge befogenhet att inrikta Sverige 

handelspolitik på ett sätt som vore helt avvikande från vår hittills förda handelspolitik) Andrén, p. 137. 
31 Andrén, pp. 136–37. 
32 (Om vi vill hålla fast vid neutralitetspolitiken, icke kan ansluta sig till denna politiska målsättning för det 

europeiska samarbetet) Andrén, p. 137. 
33 (skulle i dagens läge kunna vara direkt skadlig för våra vitala intressen eftersom den kunde uppfattas som en 

politisk handling med den innebörden att vi var beredda att avvika från vår neutralitetspolitik och söka 

anknytning till Atlantpakten.) Andrén, p. 137. 
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while the speech was rife with criticism towards the Rome Treaty it was obvious the 

government wanted to participate in economic cooperation in Europe. According to Erlander: 

‘there is no reason to look with pessimism upon the situation, to spread the notion that it would 

be impossible for the neutral countries to reach a satisfying arrangement with the European 

market.’34  

 

Erlander himself later recalled that his intention with the speech had been to clarify that he and 

his government had a keen interest in a European economic cooperation. On the other hand, 

this could not be allowed to challenge Sweden’s neutrality or sovereignty. Yet, he noted that in 

international cooperation, one must be prepared to modify the idea of national self-

determination and Sweden has done so in the past. The government was, however not willing 

to abandon sovereignty altogether. The preserved sovereignty and independence should also be 

true to the domestic policies, in Erlander’s opinion.35 This makes it apparent that a 

harmonisation was not pursued for the time being, but other advances were made. In addition, 

the perceived national self-determination was an important factor in these advances. While it 

could be altered to some extent, it was an issue worth safeguarding.  

 

Advances were subsequently made, as less than a year later the government declared they 

desired to seek economic association with the EU. Erlander’s government got an almost united 

parliamentary support for this venture. It was deemed suitable, as it would cater Sweden’s 

demands. However, negotiations between the EU and Sweden never took place; as the French 

president, Charles de Gaulle, vetoed all negotiations with aspiring applicants (Sweden included) 

and Sweden pursued other form of economic cooperation. Many of the negotiations were with 

the other Nordic countries, for the example the Helsinki Treaty signed in 1962 and Nordek 

which entered discussions after yet another fruitless attempt to create association with the EU. 

Nordek was on the other hand never realised as Finland refused to sign the treaties.36  

 

In the 1970s Sweden tried to resume negotiations with EU and in 1972 Sweden signed some 

treaties, one for the free trade, but the membership was still shelved. As with Erlander in the 

                                                 

34 (Det finns ingen anledning till att se med pessimism på läget, att utbreda den föreställningen att det skulle vara 

omöjligt för de neutrala länderna att nå fram till ett tillfredställande ekonomiskt arrangemang med 

Europamarknaden.) Andrén, pp. 137–38. 
35 Tage Erlander and Arvid Lagercrantz, 1960-Talet (Stockholm: Tidens Förl, 1982), p. 125. 
36 Andrén, pp. 138–41. 
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previous decade, neutrality policy was cited as the pivotal factor. ‘Membership in the ECC with 

respect to neutrality policy is not a realistic possibility from Sweden’s part.’37 (ECC was the 

contemporary name of the organisations that would later be known as EU) Following the 

signing of these treaties Sweden decided to deepen their European cooperation. The country 

aligned itself with other supra-state organisations, some had connections with EU, others did 

not. Following the joining of Great Britain, Ireland, and Denmark, in 1973 EU (or EEC as it 

was known then) was renamed to the European Communities, shortened EC.38 The agreements 

reached a high point in the 1984 as the duties between the EFTA-states, which Sweden was a 

member of, and the EU were abolished. According to Andrén, there remained some obstacles, 

mainly of bureaucratic nature, before the joint market of EFTA and EU could be a true domestic 

market. Sweden declared they were willing to participate in the expanded domestic market the 

EU was creating and this made the membership question resurface domestically.39  

                                                 

37 (Medlemskap i ECC med hänsyn till neutralitetspolitiken är inte en realistisk möjlighet för Sveriges del.) The 

second signed treaty was a cooperation with the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). Andrén, p. 145. 
38 During my period EU was still known as EC, but for clarity’s sake, I will use EU when referring to EC. 
39 Andrén, p. 146. 
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3. Nonalignment policy    
In this chapter I will examine how different politicians discussed the nonalignment policy in 

relation to EU membership. The nonalignment policy is a frequent topic in the EU debates and 

self-determination was often mentioned in discussions about the nonalignment policy. The 

questions this chapter will deal with are: What would the consequences for nonalignment 

policy be in the event of an EU membership? Were certain aspects of the policy more 

possible to modify than others? What was important to safeguard? As mentioned in the 

introduction I will discuss the government and the committees’ comments first before I discuss 

the EU supporters and sceptics separately. Note that I will use nonalignment policy as analytical 

term to analyse usage of neutrality policy, foreign policy, security policy as well as neutrality. 

These terms are only used the way the sources are using them and will not be defined. When 

other researchers use the terms, I will examine if they correspond to my definition of 

nonalignment policy. However, before the debate is examined a fundamental overview of the 

nonalignment policy’s in the early years of the cold war is necessary. 

 

During the Cold War Sweden was a self-proclaimed nonaligned country contrasting itself with 

the dominant military alliances at the time, NATO, and the Warsaw pact. This nonalignment 

policy was stated to be a security measure in the event of a war in Europe. During the Cold War 

the unfaltering stance was ‘non-alignment in peace with the purpose of neutrality in war.’40 

This was the main goal and in the 50’s when Swedish politicians started to use the term 

‘neutrality policy’ to describe the various means to uphold the policy. According to Christine 

Agius the policy was formalised in the wake of the failed attempts to create a Scandinavian 

defence alliance in 1949. The policy rested on three main notions, ‘non-participation in military 

alliances; an independent and strong defence; and strong public support for neutrality.’41 All of 

these features served the purpose of maintaining a credible neutrality, that would be respected 

within and outside of Sweden. According to Agius, the non-participation was mainly intended 

to secure sovereignty. To establish credibility of the policy, which was contested by USA, 

Sweden avoided joining EU, as seen above. 42  Furthermore, Kite argues that it was a general 

agreement EU would have consequences for Swedish security policy – and by extension the 

neutrality policy. In the 60s USA urged Great Britain to join EU, which made the Soviet Union 

                                                 

40 Agius, p. 104. 
41 Agius, p. 104. 
42 Agius, pp. 104–6.  
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resent EU. In other words, EU was regarded by USA as means to bolster their influence and the 

Soviet Union regarded this as a threat. For this reason, it became difficult to argue that EU was 

compatible with Sweden’s policy. In the 70s EU’s renewed its interest in foreign policy 

cooperation among its members and this cemented the belief EU membership as incompatible 

with the nonalignment policy.43 

 

As it was paramount that Sweden could repel attacks in the event of invasion. a core attribute 

of the defence policy became a will to remain in peace mixed with a ‘total defence’ which 

included not merely military, but also civil and economic aspects. As the public support for the 

neutrality policy was necessary it was crucial neutrality was made a part of the of Sweden’s 

collective identity. 44 On a similar note, the collective identity did require external recognition 

as well. Even though it is not an issue that divided political parties per se, the Swedish foreign 

minister at the time Östen Undén made neutrality a Social Democratic project. Subsequently, 

his successors on his ministerial seat and leaders of the party followed suit.45 Kite argues that 

during the whole period Sweden’s security had an important role in the debate. The largest 

change during this time was how the majority of the politicians started to re-evaluate if the 

neutrality was compatible with EU membership. Prior to the autumn of 1990, all parties saw 

membership as impossible. However, underneath this fundamental consensus, the parties 

differed in what they saw as possible.46 Considering these remarks from Kite; is the rejections 

of membership prior to 1990 evident in what I examine? What were the disagreements? Did 

arguments change significantly after 1990? 

 

3.1 The Government, advisory committees and SAP representatives 

Below I will study how the government, advisory committees and other members of SAP 

perceived how cooperation and EU membership would affect nonalignment policy. Initially, 

both the government and the representatives reject EU membership, but their opinions diverge 

                                                 

43 Kite, pp. 140–41. 
44 Agius, pp. 104–6.  
45 Agius, pp. 104–6. Agius states that Undén managed to achieve by declaring his foreign policy was to create a 

‘third way’ between the West and East and avoiding ties to either that would be damaging to the neutrality 

policy. He intended combine this neutrality with his party’s ‘tradition of reformism, international 

cooperation based on international law’. This included an ‘active’ neutrality that strived to reach joint solutions 

in the UN framework and armed neutrality which would secure regional security. By connecting these policies 

with the goals of SAP Undén avoided making the neutrality isolationist. 
46 Kite, p. 126. 
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over the course of a few years. All of them support nonalignment policy, but the government 

eventually supports EU membership as long as the nonalignment policy remains. However, 

some ministers remain sceptical of EU, such as the foreign minister Sten Andersson. In other 

words, the government eventually sees membership as inevitable, and they occasionally support 

it actively. The other SAP representatives do not reject EU membership outright, but they are 

concerned if membership is – or will be – compatible with nonalignment policy. These 

representatives are negative towards an EU membership, but do not directly oppose it. 

Nevertheless, the prevalent theme in this section is whether nonalignment policy is compatible 

with EU or not. 

 

Kite argues that until 1988, both the government and SAP’s representatives in the Riksdag 

typically emphasise the incompatibility of neutrality and EU membership.47 This can be seen 

when the minister of trade, Anita Gradin, states in 1987 that the neutrality policy limits the 

possibility for Sweden to be subordinate to ‘decisions carried out by supra-state institutions’. 

Gradin emphasises that this is in line with the decision from 1971, that concluded that neutrality 

policy and EU membership was incompatible. And she does not see any reason to revise it. 48 

Sture Ericson, a SAP representative, claims in 1988, that Moderaterna49 plans to seek 

membership later. Ericson thinks this conflicts with the decision of 1971. Furthermore, Ericson 

believes that, Moderaterna continuously attempts ‘to drag Sweden into the foreign- and security 

policy [of EU]’ and this threatens the ‘traditional neutrality policy.’50 However, the belief  that 

the nonalignment policy was incompatible with EU membership eventually waned in the 

government’s arguments and by way of referring to the neutrality Kite describes this as a ‘more 

contingent view’.51 We see here that neutrality and then by extension nonalignment policy 

indicates how Sweden should deal with supra-state decisions and bodies. And being part of 

these bodies threatens nonalignment policy. For this reason, it appears that the government and 

their party comrades both see nonalignment policy as the reason to avoid EU membership. 

Needless to say, this also means that supra-state authority is not acceptable. 

                                                 

47 Kite, p. 127. 
48 ‘Prot. 1987/88:22’, p. 22. 
49 (officially named Moderata Samlingspartiet, The Moderate Coalition Party, from now on referred to as 

Moderaterna) 
50 (traditionella neutralitetspolitik’) ‘Riksdagens Protokoll 1987/88:114 Protokoll 1987/88:114 - Riksdagen’, p. 

90 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/protokoll/riksdagens-protokoll-

198788114_GB09114/html> [accessed 22 November 2016]. 
51 Kite, p. 127. 
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In the debate of 1989 the arguments are quite similar, with a slightly more open attitude to 

cooperation. Gradin says the EU commission has agreed to ‘that without prejudice discuss an 

all-encompassing cooperation [with Sweden] except in regard to foreign- and security policy.’52 

Kite interprets this quote as a re-evaluation on the government’s stance on compatibility of the 

neutrality and EU membership. 53 I would rather say that the compatibility issue has not really 

changed much. The two factors Gradin claims cannot be part of cooperation are indeed 

cornerstones of the nonalignment policy. It is merely a change of attitudes regarding a general 

cooperation and not so much about a potential membership. 

 

However, the great change comes in the 1990 when the government states that a membership 

in EU will not affect neutrality. This leads to criticism from the SAP representatives in the 

Riksdag that are less inclined to support EU. The sceptics argue that Sweden’s democracy is 

closely tied with the country’s national self-determination and democracy cannot endure if 

Sweden becomes an EU member. They claim that EU’s security policy ambitions will 

undermine the Swedish security policy and for this reason membership is unacceptable.54 Prior 

to this claim the government argued that nonalignment policy was what dismissed the 

possibility of EU membership. Here. the government are of the belief that Sweden can 

participate in EU, with preserved nonalignment policy. However, the nonalignment policy is 

still a core aspect in how the government addresses EU. Kite concludes that while the 

government believes that EU is compatible with the neutrality, it wants to preserve the 

neutrality itself.55 This is quite similar to my interpretation regarding nonalignment policy and 

also clearly evident as government says neutrality will be unaffected by the EU. What led to 

the change? We also notice that the sceptical SAP representatives are of the belief that security 

policy, that I regard as a part of nonalignment policy is incompatible with membership. They 

also perceive a connection between Sweden’s self-determination and its security policy. This 

is not a direct opposite of the government’s position, but this still show a different outlook on 

nonalignment policy. 

                                                 

52 (att utan förbindelse diskutera ett samarbete över hela fältet, undantagandes utrikes- och säkerhetspolitik) 

‘Riksdagens Protokoll 1988/89:129 Protokoll 1988/89:129 - Riksdagen’, p. 52 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/protokoll/riksdagens-protokoll-

198889129_GC09129/html> [accessed 23 November 2016]. 
53 Kite, p. 127. 
54 ‘Prot. 1990/91:6’. 
55 Kite, p. 128. 
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But what was the cause for the government’s rethinking on EU membership? Agius suggests 

the imagined failings of the Swedish Model undermine SAP’s political hegemony and its 

norms. This set the road for a new debate about Europe and Sweden’s role. Additionally, when 

the Cold War reaches its end, Sweden enters an economic crisis. While Sweden have a market 

as a member of EFTA, they had little influence on decision-making. As the government had a 

strong urge to improve Sweden’s economic situation. Agius claims that the government is keen 

on pursuing markets elsewhere, such as EU’s inner market.56 

 

In the debate regarding Sweden’s membership application for EU prime minister Ingvar 

Carlsson addresses neutrality policy and security policy issues. First of all, he believes the 

détente development in Europe has changed Sweden’s possibility ‘to participate in an 

entrenched international cooperation.’57 The development secures the possibility of Sweden 

preserving ‘its fundamental security policy interests’, while still being a member of EU.58 These 

security policy interests have the purpose of guaranteeing Sweden’s ‘peace, freedom and 

prosperity.’59 These statements reinforces the government’s change of opinion regarding 

nonalignment policy compatibility and membership in general. While cooperation was 

previously supported, EU is now the form of cooperation the government mostly addresses. We 

see this even more clearly when Carlsson claims EU is, ‘an important centre of power regarding 

cooperation and development on our continent.’ Additionally, Sweden’s influence on EU 

expands if the country becomes a member.60 Yet, Sweden’s security policy, which is part of the 

so-called nonalignment policy, is still put in high regard. On the other hand, Carlsson seems to 

believe that they are not directly threatened by EU membership. This is evident as he argues 

that while EU might force Sweden in ‘considerations related to the neutrality policy’ 

‘troublesome commitments’ such as shared defence policy can be avoided. This is because EU 

allows certain members to avoid participation, according to Carlsson.61 

 

                                                 

56 Agius, pp. 145–46. 
57 (att delta i ett fördjupat internationellt samarbete påtagligt förändrats] ‘Riksdagens Protokoll 1990/91:132 

Protokoll 1990/91:132 - Riksdagen.se’ <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Kammaren/Protokoll/Riksdagens-snabbprotokoll-1990_GE09132/> [accessed 23 October 2015]. 
58 'Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
59 (fred, frihet och välstånd) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
60 ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
61 ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
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Agius argues that Ingvar Carlsson would remain adamant in his support of neutrality following 

these statements. This was because the great deal of uncertainty in Europe during this time 

(early 90s). The uncertainty mostly involved what geopolitical situation had actually replaced 

the Cold War. While this was especially a concern in Sweden and other proclaimed nonaligned 

countries, all European countries had to deal with it. 62 In other words, the validity of the 

nonalignment policy and future is a prevalent issue. Furthermore, Agius suggests that the new 

geopolitical situation has given the neutrality less ‘moral force.’ For this very reason, the 

Swedish government starts participating in other possible ways to achieve European peace and. 

EU is believed to be one way to achieve it, according to Agius.63 However, while the 

government supports EU, the nonalignment policy reservation shows that the nonalignment 

policy is put in high regard. In the narratives describing the nonalignment policy here, this 

policy secures Sweden’s peace and neutrality. Yet, Agius’ suggestion that the changed 

geopolitics changes the moral qualities of neutrality is not actively discussed. The self-

determination is not discussed in relation to the nonalignment policy nor EU membership. 

 

The committees are using more or less the same arguments as Carlsson did above. That means 

they support EU membership, but they want to preserve the nonalignment policy. The 

Committee of Foreign Affairs (Utrikesutskottet) claim that in the EU negotiations it is possible 

to request special solutions ‘in the form of exceptions, transitional agreements and rules of 

protection.’64 A country may ‘cite fundamental interests,’ but these special solutions should be 

kept to a minimum. This is because of the importance to have ‘a common market with free 

movement in Western Europe.’65 This is almost verbatim to Carlsson’s arguments. They are on 

the other hand stated six months prior to Carlsson’s statements. From the committee’s 

perspective the changed political climate increases the opportunities for Sweden to participate 

‘without detriment of the neutrality policy in a closer cooperation of […] foreign- and security 

policy nature.’66 Yet, they claim the basis for neutrality is ‘[a] consistent distancing from 

                                                 

62 Agius, p. 146. 
63 Agius, p. 146. 
64 (i form av undantag, övergångsbestämmelser eller skyddsregler) ‘Utrikesutskottets Betänkande 1990/91:UU8 

Sverige Och Den Västeuropeiska Integrationen - Riksdagen.se’ <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Utskottens-dokument/Betankanden/Sverige-och-den-vasteuropeiska_GE01UU8/> [accessed 4 May 2015]. 
65 (en gemensam marknad med fri rörlighet i Västeuropa) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
66 (utan förfång för neutralitetspolitiken i ett närmare samarbete av […] utrikespolitisk och säkerhetspolitisk 

karaktär) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
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military cooperation with other states,’ and this must be upheld.67 Because of this, EU 

membership ‘[ought to be] combined with the remaining requirements in the design of 

neutrality policy.’68 This makes it clear that the committee supports an EU membership, but 

sees the nonalignment policy as very important. Furthermore, they believe a participation in EU 

allows Sweden to ‘gain support for our [Sweden’s] national stances.’69 

 

According to historian Axelsson’s interpretation the committee does not contest that the 

Swedish security policy is based on neutrality policy. 70 However, the committee claims that 

policy is always pragmatic and negotiable. For this reason, the concurrent developments are 

incitements to reinterpret the security policy, according to the committee.71 This is 

demonstrated when it claims that ‘a dismantling of the old European pattern has occurred, 

throughout the whole Post-War period [the pattern] has been dominated by the two military 

alliances and has rested upon economic, ideological and military dissent between the two.’72 It 

is evident that the committee and the government hold similar opinions of how EU collaboration 

should be carried out. The nonalignment policy limits the way Sweden should work with the 

EU. While the committee supports a EU membership, the membership has certain limitations.  

 

Kite regards this committee report as the ‘decisive shift in the Riksdag's discussion about the 

security aspects of membership.’ The basis for Kite’s conclusion is that the report made all 

parties except VPK and Miljöpartiet agree that membership is compatible with neutrality. 73 If 

we return to the sources; the committee refers to the CSCE meeting in Paris November 1990.74 

The meeting made OSCE the basis for ‘[a] new Pan-European security and cooperation order’ 

and is regarded as a big step in the establishment of permanent conflict resolution actions.75 

However, the committee also expects an increased coordination of the foreign policy in EU. 

                                                 

67 (konsekvent avstående från militär samverkan med andra stater) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
68 (kunna förenas med de krav som även fortsättningsvis måste ställas på neutralitetspolitikens utformning) ‘Bet. 

1990/91:UU8’. 
69 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
70 Axelsson, p. 155. 
71 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
72 (En upplösning har skett av det gamla europeiska mönster vilket under hela efterkrigstiden dominerats av de 

två militärallianserna och som vilat på ekonomiska, ideologiska och militära motsättningar mellan dessa.) ‘Bet. 

1990/91:UU8’. 
73 Kite, p. 128. 
74 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, which as a result of this meeting was renamed OSCE 

(Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe). 
75 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
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But they claim there is no reason to believe neutrality policy is threatened by EU membership. 

Its argument is that while some countries in EU want to develop ‘the foreign policy cooperation 

towards military issues,’ these ideas are not met with general approval.76 In the debate following 

the report’s submission that the government, Folkpartiet (The People’s Party, a self-described 

social liberal party) and Moderaterna acknowledge their support of the committee’s 

conclusions.77 

 

To summarize this section, I have mainly discussed the government and the committees view 

of neutrality and security policy and the interpretations of Agius, Axelsson and Kite – and to a 

smaller extent Ringmar. All of them draw almost the same conclusions in regards to 

government’s change of opinion and the committee’s stance in the EU compatibility. This 

means that the changed geopolitical situation and the renewed EU debate led to increased 

incitement to re-evaluate the role of what I would call nonalignment policy. Furthermore, Agius 

and Kite observed that SAP kept their support for neutrality, even though the external 

perception of it was changing radically. The empirical sources greatly correspond with their 

conclusions. I do also observe that self-determination and certain specific interests was 

occasionally used to dictate how Sweden should act in relation to EU. However, Agius’ 

postulation that the weakened economy contributed to the revision cannot to be proven as I 

have not examined this issue. 

 

3.2 The Opposition 

3.2.1 Membership Supporters 

The membership supporters in the Riksdag is predominantly from Moderaterna and Folkpartiet. 

Typologically, the supporters mostly express endorsement of membership and occasionally 

assert the necessity and inevitability of EU membership. The main themes we will see here are 

arguments in favour of membership and claims what would happen if Sweden avoids EU. Other 

themes include, in the following order, the supporters’ perception of both the history and role 

of nonalignment policy in the concurrent times and related security policy concerns. 

 

                                                 

76 (det utrikespolitiska samarbetet i riktning mot militära frågor eller mot majoritetsbeslut i centrala 

säkerhetspolitiska frågor) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
77 ‘Prot. 1990/91:43’. 
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Why cooperation with EU? 

Below I show some arguments in favour of EU. For instance, Moderaterna claim they are ‘the 

biggest supporters of the idea of Europe in Sweden.’ To pursue a gradually increasing 

cooperation Moderaterna believes it is important to request Swedish participation in EU’s 

customs union. This move would create ‘a firmer basis for Swedish participation in […] 

important institutional issues that needs to be discussed in a longer perspective.’78 Moderaterna 

also refers to the borderless Europe since it undoubtedly is EU’s intended plan to dismantle all 

border controls within the EU.79 It is also notable that they refer to the notion of a borderless 

Europe. This was indeed discussed by the EU, but this motion (1988/89:U560) was submitted 

a long time prior (1989) to its realisation, which was in 1992. 

 

Bengt Westerberg (Folkpartiet) is a bit more explicit about his support of EU membership as 

he claims that Sweden’s ties with the European democracies have always been obvious for his 

party. 80 Furthermore his party understands: 

What importance EU’s cohesion and success had for the development 

towards peace, democracy and market economies that we now can behold in 

all of Europe. [Folkpartiet] desires to make Sweden a member of EU that 

will actively and with enthusiasm participate in the emergence of a European 

union.81 

This union should be ‘a force for détente and peace, for democracy and respect for human 

rights.’82  Furthermore, EU integration does not lead to ‘a centralised unitary state, but a 

federation wherein national and regional cultures and language groups develop side by side.’83 

According to Westerberg, certain problems have an international quality and for this reason 

may only be solved in ‘international cooperation’ and the free capital movement should be 

balanced by ‘supra-state political collaboration.’84 To recapitulate the supporters arguments, we 

see that a membership in EU would facilitate Sweden’s cooperation with other countries. 

Additionally, EU membership is believed to  increase the support of certain phenomena such 

                                                 

78 (en fastare bas för svensk medverkan i […] betydelsefulla institutionella frågor som måste aktualiseras i ett 

längre perspektiv) ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, pp. 2–4. 
79 This is touched upon several times but most notably on page 19 ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 19. 
80 ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
81 (vilken betydelse EGs sammanhållning och framgångar har haft för den utveckling mot fred, demokrati och 

marknadsekonomi som vi nu kan se i hela Europa’. [Folkpartiet] vill arbeta för att Sverige som EG-medlem 

aktivt och med entusiasm skall medverka till framväxten av en europeisk union) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
82 (en kraft för avspänning och fred, för demokrati och respekt för mänskliga rättigheter) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
83 (en centralstyrd enhetsstat, utan till en federation där nationella och regionala kulturer och språkgrupper 

utvecklas sida vid sida) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
84 (överstatligt politiskt samarbete.) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
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as democracy and peace and cultural diversity. But what do supporters regard as the 

consequences of abstaining from the EU? 

 

Result of abstaining from EU 

One argument is Moderaterna’s claim that it is an ‘illusion’ to believe Sweden can be 

completely independent from other countries.85 Commenting upon this Axelsson argues that 

many EU endorsers tries to appear as knowledgeable and experienced experts whereas the 

sceptics are ignorant.86 Calling the stance that Sweden should be independent an illusion has 

some shades of this. As for the self-determination, Moderaterna believes that Sweden has 

already lost some of it in the form of the Nordic labour market and the EFTA agreements. 

Furthermore, the self-determination is unfeasible because many problems can only be solved 

in cooperation across the borders.87 This explains why Moderaterna approve a border opening 

and why Sweden should be a part of it. In other words, collaboration is important as the 

problems of the world are everyone’s problems. To work with EU is at this stage stated to be 

inevitable, but is at the same time supported. 

 

Moderaterna claims that if Sweden does not affiliate itself with the EU, Sweden cannot 

participate in EU’s decision-making. However, EU’s decisions will affect Sweden even if 

Sweden is a not a member. To solve this dilemma Sweden needs to join EU as Sweden will 

then be an equal partner. Furthermore, Moderaterna argues that Sweden ‘can never accept a 

situation where others decide above our heads.’88 This alludes to the self-determination, 

whereas the previous comments highlights the party’s belief in the importance of collaborative 

efforts. What we see is that influence in decision-making and rejection of being forced to accept 

decisions beyond the reach of Sweden’s authority are undoubtedly important arguments for 

Moderaterna. However, this apparently means decisions should be carried out in cooperation 

and not by a single country. 

 

                                                 

85 ‘Motion 1988/89:U560 Sverige Och EG 1988/89 - Riksdagen.se’, pp. 2–4 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Sverige-och-EG_GC02U560/?text=true> 

[accessed 28 April 2015]. 
86 Axelsson, p. 225. 
87‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 6. 
88 (vi kan aldrig acceptera en situation där andra styr och ställer över oss.)‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 7. 
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Agius suggests that supporters of membership anticipate that a membership will free Sweden 

of its Social Democratic legacy and a way to eliminate ‘myths’ surrounding Sweden’s 

neutrality.89 In the sources, there is evidently a distinction between what Sweden may do alone 

and what it can do together with other states. Ringmar postulates that the supporters of EU 

frequently dealt with drawing lines between ‘formal sovereignty’ and ‘actual sovereignty.’ 

Thus, Sweden was formally independent, but the actual dependency on the rest of the had 

increased. Additionally, Ringmar shows that EU supporters believe it was in EU where 

decisions affecting Sweden were actually settled. For this reason, membership was necessary.90 

In other words, formal sovereignty had to be relinquished to reach actual sovereignty.91 The 

sentiment Ringmar suggests is in my view, evident when Moderaterna expressed difficulty 

accepting decisions made in bodies beyond Sweden’s influence. The common denominator in 

the EU supporters account of an abstaining from EU was simply that Sweden would lack 

influence, but would still have to accept decisions made by EU. But how did these supporters 

argue around the nonalignment policy? We saw previously that in the eyes of the government, 

nonalignment policy had to be preserved, otherwise EU membership should be avoided. 

 

The nonalignment policy’s relevance and history 

Carl Bildt (of Moderaterna) stresses that neutrality contributes to stability in Northern Europe. 

Additionally, Sweden should be proud of its neutrality.92 However, this requires: ‘a strong 

defence capability, that we preserve the independence in the foreign policy decision-making. 

For this reason, we [Sweden] have said we can never accept participation in a binding foreign 

policy cooperation.’93 Margaretha af Ugglas (Moderaterna) argues that the question what is and 

is not compatible with neutrality policy changes over time and it is possible to revaluate the 

compatibility with EU.94 At this stage, transfer to decision-making to EU is not actively 

promoted by Moderaterna. And in partiuclar, defence policies are an aspect of nonalignment 

policy Moderaterna wants to preserve. 

  

                                                 

89 Agius, p. 146-9. 
90 Ringmar, p. 54. 
91 Ringmar, p. 54. 
92 ‘Prot. 1987/88:22’, p. 35. 
93 ( ett starkt försvar, att vi bibehåller självständigheten i det utrikespolitiska beslutsfattandet, Därför har vi sagt 

att vi aldrig kan acceptera deltagande i utrikespolitiskt samarbete som är av förpliktande natur) ‘Prot. 

1987/88:22’, p. 35. 
94 ‘Prot, 1987/88:114’, pp. 11–15. 
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Moderaterna contests the history of the long nonalignment policy which EU sceptics frequently 

refer to, as we will see more of later. The party argues it is ahistorical to believe that being 

neutral in the 19th century had same meaning as being neutral in the second half of the 20th. Carl 

Bildt for instance, claims that the neutrality policy’s content can be modified depending on the 

geopolitical situation in the general proximity. Bildt believes that neutrality during the cold war 

is a continuation of the neutrality during the World Wars.95 His conclusion is that Swedes has 

always decided their own security policy which ought not to hinder an EU-membership. On the 

contrary, there are many ways towards peace and freedom, EU is one of these. Yet, Bildt claims 

that a membership will not mean an abandonment of the neutrality policy’s original purpose. 

This original purpose is a nonalignment that is adjustable to global changes.96 

 

The historian Axelsson suggests that among the EU supporters’ neutrality is a post-

rationalisation even a myth. The myth gives an incorrect account of historical events and for 

this reason Sweden should separate itself from it.97 Yet, Axelsson also suggests that supporters 

also believe Sweden has always practised a realistic and pragmatic neutrality. For this reason, 

EU membership would not be a significant departure from the previously practised neutrality. 

The neutrality had always been adapted to the situation.98 Axelsson’s comments are in my 

opinion somewhat contradictory. Firstly, Axelsson claims that EU supporters saw the neutrality 

as a myth, which indicates they rejected its existence. On the other hand, they acknowledged 

the neutrality’s existence, but they viewed it differently than the EU sceptics. How can it both 

be a myth and something that was practised with pragmatism?  

 

This thesis indicates that that supporters (and especially Carl Bildt) believed in the existence of 

a nonalignment policy. Yet they typically believe it was possible to modify it depending on the 

situation. Furthermore, they want to preserve the nonalignment policy even after EU 

membership. This shows that EU supporters acknowledged the existence of nonalignment 

policy, but played down its role in determining the Sweden’s combability with EU, at least in 

comparison to the government and the committees. Furthermore, the nonalignment policy’s 

                                                 

95 Carl Bildt, ‘Lyssna På Ellemann-Jensen!’, Dagens Nyheter, 31 March 1990; Carl Bildt, ‘Politisk Union 

Gynnar Sverige’, Dagens Nyheter, 3 June 1990; Carl Bildt, ‘Säkerhetspolitiken Självklar I EG-Samarbetet’, 

Svenska Dagbladet, 11 August 1992; Carl Bildt, ‘Efter Neutraliteten’, Svensk Tidskrift, 1992.7. 
96 Bildt, ‘Lyssna På Ellemann-Jensen!’; Bildt, ‘Politisk Union Gynnar Sverige’; Bildt, ‘Säkerhetspolitiken 

Självklar I EG-Samarbetet’; Bildt, ‘Efter Neutraliteten’. 
97 Axelsson, p. 155. 
98 Axelsson, pp. 153–6. 
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durability was shown to be rooted in security policy concerns, so did the supporters have any 

concerns regarding security policy? As we will see just below, they do indeed have concerns, 

but tend to relate them less to the nonalignment policy than the government did. 

 

Carl Bildt, for instance believes that Sweden’s security policy is dictated by ‘the security 

geography in the […] area as our […] territory is a part of.’99 One concrete part of this is the 

proximity to Russia. For Bildt, the continual task for Sweden’s security policy is ‘to avoid to 

succumb to this country’s influence, while simultaneously not becoming a threat to its 

[Russia’s] security.’ Two ways to deal with this task, in Bildt’s view, is to have a nonaligned 

military policy and maintain a strong Swedish defence.100 This reveals that Sweden’s security 

policy cannot be modified, even if Sweden joins EU. The safeguarding of the security policy 

contrasts with the remarks about the nonalignment policy in general, in the sense it is stated to 

be inevitable. Political scientist Nils Andrén suggests that reformulations of the security policy 

were concurrent with the revisions of the Europe policy (such as the membership application). 

Did this really happen? It is clear that Moderaterna reformulates its stance on the security 

policy, but the government does not make any greater modifications in their stance. Folkpartiet 

also deals with the security aspects to some extent but their opinions virtually the same as the 

government’s.101 

 

In this section, we have seen how the EU supporters discussed the nonalignment policy. In 

some ways, their opinions were quite similar to the opinions expressed by the government and 

the committees. They notably gave the durability of the nonalignment policy less importance, 

but they also recognised its existence. However, they suggested that EU could fill the same 

purpose as the nonalignment policy had before These politicians were also more explicit in 

what they believed to be consequences of avoiding EU. In this case, acquiescence to decisions 

carried out by EU and loss of influence in important matters. The government was rather clear 

why Sweden should join, but not what would happen otherwise. I mostly agree with the results 

of previous research. Self-determination was sometimes alluded to, but rarely seen as a separate 

phenomenon. Examples of this include the mentions of decisions taken by bodies beyond 

Sweden’s influence (such as by EU) and security concerns regarding avoiding Russian 

                                                 

99 (säkerhetsgeografin i det […] område som vårt […] territorium är en del av) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
100 ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
101 Which can be seen in Bengt Westerberg’s commrnents to the committee report: ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
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influence. Ringmar observed that supporters distinguished between so called actual and formal 

sovereignty. While this was not explicit use of this terminology, traces of it is clearly evident 

when supporters asserted the EU membership would give Sweden influence in decisions that 

would affect the country. And contrarily that Sweden would lose influence if they did not join 

EU. 

 

3.2.2 Membership Sceptics 

Now we turn our gaze towards the politicians opposing EU membership. They are mostly from 

Vänsterpartiet Kommunisterna, Centerpartiet (the Centre Party, a liberal-conservative party) 

and Miljöpartiet. These sceptics’ arguments focus mainly on the role of democracy and self-

determination in connection with the nonalignment policy. Example include claims that 

Sweden’s sovereignty was dependent on the nonalignment policy. But nonalignment policy was 

also said to a result of Sweden’s independence.Somewhat linked to this theme are alternatives 

to EU, most notably a loosely defined pan-European cooperation. The final theme are 

references to historical events and figures. Typologically, the sceptics are negative of an EU 

membership and many times oppose it directly. 

 

Democracy and Sovereignty  

It is common among the sceptics to reject EU based on a claimed support of democracy and 

sovereignty. A clear example of this is when VPK claim their scepticism towards EU derives 

from ‘our [VPK’s] desire to national independence and sovereignty,’ which the party claims to 

be the foundations of the neutrality policy.102 In direct relation to this, VPK claims that the self-

determination itself derives from the neutrality.103 Here we see a perceived direct connection 

between the self-determination and nonalignment policy. It appears as they are viewed as 

interdependent on each other. This is because they first of all claim sovereignty is the basis for 

neutrality and then neutrality is the basis for self-determination! Nevertheless, VPK asserts it is 

crucial to maintain self-determination in Sweden’s foreign policy. If the country does this, 

Sweden ‘may take a negotiating stance between the Blocs.’104 However, Sweden’s neutrality 

                                                 

102 (vår vilja till nationellt oberoende och suveränitet) ‘Riksdagens Protokoll 1986/87:89 Protokoll 1986/87:89 - 

Riksdagen’, p. 34 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/protokoll/riksdagens-protokoll-

19868789_GA0989/html> [accessed 28 November 2016]. 
103 ‘Motion 1988/89:U562’. 
104 (kan inta en förmedlande hållning mellan blocken) ‘Motion 1988/89:U562’, p. 4. 
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policy is already curtailed as the government previously decided to harmonise Swedish 

legislation with EU legislation.105 

 

In the debate of 1987, Olof Johansson of Centerpartiet states that a credible neutrality policy 

requires more than a rejection of EU membership. Additionally, he believes the purpose of a 

credible neutrality is to secure Sweden’s durability during blockades.106  Andrén points out that 

the term credibility is a leading word in the construction and maintenance of the Swedish 

neutrality policy.107 This shows, that the sceptics believe it is most important to preserve the 

self-determination in Sweden’s foreign policy. This is because it secures that the nonalignment 

policy can remain credible and be effective. The limitations are here mostly of political nature, 

that entailed that decision-making in EU curtails the self-determination. However, EU 

membership is also believed to be pursued with Swedish companies in mind. VPK states that 

the membership negotiations with EU are done from the perspective of the companies rather 

than ‘with considerations of popular interests or the country’s freedom and self-

determination.’108 Additionally EU may restrict Sweden’s ability ‘to conduct a sound and 

progressive […] policy.’109 As a result, EU undermines the national self-determination and 

gives capitalist interests a prominent role. However, the self-determination itself can impose 

requirements on the companies to avoid this development, according to VPK110 

 

Ringmar observes that ides of Swedish identity and self-image commonly appear in the debate. 

He suggests that the supporters believe a membership will preserve or even reinforce ‘what the 

Swedes cherished in the classical conception.’111 The almost literal opposite is the sceptics’ 

belief that membership is ‘incompatible with the classic conception of Sweden.112 Elaborating 

                                                 

105 ‘Prot. 1986/87:89’, p. 34. 
106 ‘Prot. 1986/87:89’, pp. 24–25. 
107 Andrén. 
108 (hänsyn till folkliga intressen eller landets frihet och självbestämmande) ‘Motion 1988/89:U562 Sverige, de 

Västeuropeiska Gemenskaperna Och Europapolitiken - Riksdagen.se’, p. 1 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Sverige-de-vasteuropeiska-

gem_GC02U562/?text=true> [accessed 28 April 2015]. 
109 (att föra en sund och progressiv […] politik) ‘Motion 1988/89:U562’, p. 2. 
110 I base this interpretation on the following quote; ‘The EU wishes to aggravate the possibilities for an 

economic policy that surrounds the capital with conditions and restrictions, a policy which would threaten 

capitalist structures.’ (EG vill försvåra möjligheterna för ekonomisk politik som kringgärdar kapitalet med 

villkor och begränsningar, en politik som skulle hota kapitalistiska strukturer) (‘Motion 1988/89:Fi224 Den 

Ekonomiska Politiken - Riksdagen.se’, p. 7 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Den-ekonomiska-politiken_GC02Fi224/?text=true> [accessed 28 April 2015]. 
111 Ringmar, p. 51. 
112 Ringmar, p. 51. 
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from this, this the sceptics assert Sweden would be modified to an unrecognisable degree as 

following a membership. Additionally, they often distinguish between Europe and EU. 

Ringmar argues they believe it is indeed possible to support Europe, while simultaneously 

rejecting the EU.113 Gstöhl like Ringmar contemplates if the neutrality policy is ‘a statement of 

Swedish identity and the determination to uphold that identity come what may’ or merely a 

firmly rooted policy.114 In other words, should the neutrality policy also be regarded as a part 

of Sweden’s characteristic identity? If that is the case, a desire to preserve Sweden’s 

nonalignment policy would be a desire to preserve an identity above continuing a necessary 

policy. The comments show that Sweden’s neutrality policy (and by extension nonalignment 

policy), which Gstöhl ascribe as an identity, is invariably an obstacle for Swedish membership. 

The supporters’ stress that the obstacle ought to be removed and sceptics argue that it should 

not be removed. According to Axelsson, sceptics endorse ‘freedom, solidarity and international 

cooperation,’ but they do not link it with EU, but rather ‘national independence and rejection 

of EU.’115 

 

Kite discusses how certain parties were more keen to preserve national self-determination than 

others. One of her observations is that a party that supports national government dependency 

and state control will express dissent of transferring authority to international level, such as EU 

membership. Kite suggests this outlook also explains the ideological positions in the debate on 

a left-right scale.116 This thesis does not examine if political leanings determined the stances of 

the debaters involved specifically. I note that the supporters were typically to right of the SAP, 

but the sceptics are not as easily to pinpoint on a political left-right scale. VPK is indeed to the 

left of SAP, Centerpartiet while described as a centrist party is rather conservative-liberal and 

Miljöpartiet sees itself as outside the scale altogether. 

 

Let us continue by returning to the sources; VPK’s Bengt Hurtig argues that an EU membership 

would ‘notify the whole world that we [Sweden] intend to […] relinquish our hitherto 

                                                 

113 Ringmar, p. 51. 
114 Sieglinde Gstöhl, ‘Scandinavia and Switzerland: Small, Successful and Stubborn towards the EU’, Journal of 

European Public Policy, 9.4 (2002), 529–49 (p. 538) <https://doi.org/10.1080/13501760210152420>. 
115 Axelsson, p. 99. 
116 Kite, p. 213. 
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independently conducted foreign policy.’117 Hurtig notes that while the West-East conflict is 

ending ‘there is still every reason to safeguard Sweden’s independent foreign policy and role 

as non-aligned neutral nation.’118 Hurtig’s comment highlights that Sweden’s foreign policy 

during the Cold War has an important role in the discussing the nonalignment policy, especially 

among sceptics. But as we saw before supporters cited the policy as well. The sceptics often 

argue that membership would break with the long-standing tradition of international foreign-

policy. Furthermore, could not Sweden conduct an independent foreign policy as an EU 

member. Supporters believe it was precisely the tradition of international foreign policy that 

made membership possible. According to Axelsson, the neutrality’s future after the Cold War’s 

end is also common.119 

 

As it has been shown above all sceptics stressed the importance that Sweden remained a 

sovereign state and have self-determination. The self-determination was mostly intertwined 

with Sweden’s nonalignment policy as if both were preconditions for each other. Furthermore, 

it appears that modifications in Sweden’s military and security policy were not accepted, as 

they are viewed as important parts of the nonalignment policy. The sceptics often postulated 

that EU membership would make Sweden a part of a military alliance, something that would 

threaten the nonalignment policy as it would lose its meaning. Even a membership itself was a 

threat to the nonalignment policy as it negated self-determination, according to the sceptics. 

 

Pan-European cooperation 

It was previously mentioned that the sceptics postulated alternatives to EU. One such alternative 

was Pan-European collaboration. VPK labels Pan-European cooperation ‘the classic idea of 

Europe’ and Sweden has traditionally been a part of this.120 In this tradition Centerpartiet 

includes ‘international cooperation’ and traces it to ‘our country’s [Sweden’s] smallness.’ For 

this reason, it is imperative that ‘international agreements may be monitored and controlled.’121 

How shall the Pan-European peace be achieved then? For VPK it is achieved through ‘the 

                                                 

117 (meddela hela världen att vi avser att […] uppge vår hittills självständigt förda utrikespolitik) ‘Bet. 

1990/91:UU8’. 
118 (finns det fortfarande all anledning att slå vakt om Sveriges självständiga utrikespolitik och roll som alliansfri 

neutral nation) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
119 Axelsson, pp. 165–66. 
120 ‘Motion 1988/89:U562’, p. 4. 
121 'Motion 1989/90:U518’, p. 2. 
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countries’ right of self-determination and mutual political independence.’122 Lars Werner notes 

that while certain problems ‘must be solved on supranational level’ there are organisations more 

suitable for dealing with them than the EU.123 As we see support of international agreements 

and collaborations were shared among the EU sceptics. However, these collaborations must 

not involve infringements in the Swedish sovereignty. The Pan-European cooperation, which 

was the most common alternative to EU was claimed to be a collaboration that did not involve 

conditions for participation. 

 

Invocations to history and historical figures 

We will now see what role history played in the EU debate. Both supporters and sceptics used 

historical arguments, but it was mostly sceptics that asserted Sweden’s history of sovereignty. 

I will however, give a few examples of how supporters used historical arguments to show that 

both sides use these kinds of arguments. According to Axelsson invocations of historical 

persons were not unusual. As the analysis below demonstrates this is indeed the case. These 

arguments are typically intertwined with those dealing with Swedish sovereignty (and 

nonalignment policy). Many of the figures are postulated to be proponents of Sweden’s 

sovereignty or establishing figures of the same trajectory. Historic events – unless a direct result 

of Swedish actions – are less related to the sovereignty, but pertain to peace related phenomena. 

 

Some debaters opted to refer to historical events, Olof Palme’s active foreign policy for 

example, and others focused on the individuals themselves. Individuals referred to were among 

others: Dag Hammarskjöld, Folke Bernadotte, Alva Myrdal, and Hjalmar Branting. The 

message is clear: these people with their internationalist ideals would be against EU. If voters 

respect their legacy and admire their work it is treachery against history to support EU 

membership. SAP’s historiography in particular highlighted the party’s world citizens and 

internationalists, acoording to Axelsson.124 Other examples of referring to historical persons is 

Per Gahrton’s (Miljöpartiet) mention of the former prime minister Tage Erlander. According to 

Gahrton: ‘Erlander would hardly sign a EU-adaption formula that says the neutrality policy is 

                                                 

122 (ländernas nationella självbestämmanderätt och ömsesidiga politiska oberoende) ‘Motion 1988/89:U562’, p. 

5. 
123 (måste fattas på en övernationell nivå) ‘Prot. 1990/91:132’. 
124 Axelsson, pp. 165–66. 
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the only obstacle for an EU-membership.’125 Gahrton then gives examples of how Erlander 

would perceive an EU harmonisation. This includes a belief that EU is a political association 

and that EU is a threat to the Swedish sovereignty.126 The Metal Speech, is also mentioned and 

Gahrton gives examples of what he believes to be the point of this speech.127 The examples 

Gahrton uses is very similar to the arguments against EU that was shown previously. Axelsson 

does not mention Erlander as a historical person. However, as his speech is regarded as a 

decisive moment in the Swedish EU relationship invoking of Erlander is important.128 

 

Another example of invoking historical figures is Lars Norberg’s claim that Gustav Vasa’s 

ascension ended a foreign power’s rule of Sweden, in this case The Kalmar Union. Following 

this ‘we [Sweden] have been a nation that looked after ourselves.’129 EU membership will lead 

to Sweden being ‘incorporated in a Western European Union.’130 Norberg finally argues that a 

400-year history demands an extended debate.131 EU supporters sometimes refuted the sceptics 

as national romantics or reactionary. The political scientist Sverker Gustavsson mentions in an 

interview with Göran Färm (SAP) that the European history began with sovereign monarchs, 

which went through a phase of nationalist states and they over time transformed into 

democracies. For this reason, EU membership is preferable as sovereignty has lost its meaning 

since the Second World War. If the all states banded together they could regain their 

sovereignty, lest they ‘gamble away the basic value democracy is.’132 Axelsson notes that the 

sceptic displays an unbroken trajectory of sovereignty since Gustav Vasa. While supporters of 

membership do not reject this history altogether, they do believe that the development had been 

broken during the second half of the 20th century as seen in Gustavsson’s remark.133 

 

                                                 

125 (Erlander skulle alltså knappast ha skrivit under på någon EG-anpassningsformel som säger att 

neutralitetspolitiken utgör det enda hindret för EG-medlemskap) ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
126 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
127 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’.  
128 Confer with; Axelsson, pp. 165–66. 
129(vi har varit en nation som rått oss själva) ‘Prot. 1990/91:43’, p. 187. 
130 (inordnas i en västeuropeisk union) ‘Prot. 1990/91:43’, p. 187. 
131 ‘Prot. 1990/91:43’, p. 187. 
132 (spela[r] bort det grundvärde som demokratin är) Göran Färm, Sverige & EG: Det Nya Europa - Hot Eller 

Möjlighet? (Stockholm: Utbildningsförl. Brevskolan, 1993), pp. 144–46. 
133 Axelsson, pp. 101–3. 
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One example of how EU supporters used history is Rolf Edberg’s claim that Sweden should 

join EU as it was ‘the first realistic peace project in Europe.’134 Lars Ulvenstam (SAP) believes 

that EU is a part of ‘the Left’s classical quest of balancing nationalism and a wider international 

community.’ Ulvenstam claims that Branting and Palme had previously participated in this 

quest.135 On the sceptical side, the so-called neutrality policy and Sweden’s sovereignty were 

key historical events. We saw previously how the government and the supporters dealt with 

nonalignment policy. However, Axelsson suggests the sceptics claim that the neutrality had 

kept Sweden out of war for around 180 years. During these 180 years, the members of EU had 

fought many wars with or against each other.136 According to Axelsson this is used as a reason 

why neutrality policy should be protected. Furthermore, as many sceptics believe EU has its 

own security policy ambitions and many of its members also belong to NATO; thus, EU 

membership is not preferable.137 

 

Axelsson additionally point out that in this narrative, neutrality policy descriptions are styled 

as ‘you know what you have, but you do not know what you get.’138 The prelude to and events 

during the Second World War are used to illustrate this. For example, Centerpartiet’s and SAP’s 

belief that there was no risk of war in Europe is compared to Chamberlain’s ‘peace in our time,’ 

by Bengt Hurtig.139 On a similar note Per Gahrton claims, that believing EU would give Sweden 

security is just as void of meaning as the British and French promised support to Norway in 

1940. Soon after, Norway had been annexed by Germany and the Allies’ support was nowhere 

to be seen.140 

 

I have now examined how the sceptics argued regarding the nonalignment policy in the EU 

debate. It has been shown that the sceptics paint a radically different picture of both the 

nonalignment policy and EU membership if compared to the supporters. In the sceptics’ 

narrative, the nonalignment policy secures Swedish self-determination just as the self-

determination secures the nonalignment policy. We also saw that historical persons and events 

                                                 

134 (det första realistiska fredsprojektet i Europa) Rolf Edberg, ‘Realistiskt Fredprojekt’, Östersunds-Posten, 9 

November 1994. 
135 Lars Ulvenstam, ‘EU - Fredens Enda Chans’, Aftonbladet, 20 December 1992. 
136 Axelsson, pp. 146–49. 
137 Axelsson, p. 147. 
138 Axelsson, p. 147. 
139 ‘Prot. 1990/91:43’, p. 10. 
140 Per Gahrton, ‘Är Neutraliteten Gammalmodig?’, Miljömagasinet Alternativet, 1994/5. 
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in the EU debate were more widely used by the sceptics than the supporters. In this section, I 

have mostly discussed Ringmar’s, Axelsson’s, Gstöhl’s and Kite’s interpretations. It is clear 

that the nonalignment policy was much more than just a practised policy in the eyes of sceptics. 

Apart from being a precondition for the self-determination, nonalignment policy was something 

that defined Sweden and was part of the Swedish identity, which is similar to how both Gstöhl 

and Ringmar observed the role of neutrality policy. Kite claimed that parties that emphasise 

state control, give the state high importance and were to the left of SAP tended to disapprove 

of EU membership. Contrarily, the ones that tone down state influence and were to the right of 

SAP would favour EU. Like I said previously, while the supporters were mostly to the right of 

SAP the same cannot be said of the sceptics. As a whole, they are difficult to pinpoint on a 

political scale since they belonged to different parties albeit with similar reason to rejecting EU. 

However, I don’t examine political leanings specifically so I cannot adequately discuss this 

claim. Axelsson observed that the history arguments mostly pertained to people that were 

believed to have an international profile and often dealt with peace. As I show, these 

invocations also dealt with Sweden’s sovereignty. 

 

3.3 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter I have examined how different political actors discussed the nonalignment 

policy in relation to EU membership. It has been proven self-determination was often dealt 

with in discussions about nonalignment policy. The questions I set out to answer was What 

would be the consequences for nonalignment policy in the event of an EU membership? 

Were certain aspects of the policy more possible to modify than others? What was 

important to safeguard? 

 

In many regards, my study supports Kite’s conclusion regarding neutrality. It is indeed evident 

that nonalignment policy was re-evaluated by many of the parties because of the EU debate. 

For the government, the nonalignment policy was initially a reason to avoid EU. However, the 

government eventually began to support EU membership as long as the nonalignment policy 

could remain. This revealed that changes in security policy and foreign policies were not 

acceptable. However, social democratic representatives were less confident of EU’s 

compatibility with the nonalignment policy. Those who supported EU membership were quick 

to argue that the nonalignment policy could be modified and had been modified over the years. 

This modification would then allow a membership in EU. The nonalignment policy was a tool 
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to achieve peace, according to EU supporters. However, EU also had the purpose to create 

peace and would give Sweden influence on decision-making. For this reason, EU was the 

preferred alternative. According to supporters Sweden’s self-determination had already been 

lost and cooperation in EU was an acceptable replacement. EU sceptics on the other hand, 

argued that EU membership would lead to the end of Sweden’s nonalignment policy. The self-

determination would also be affected by membership. However, like the supporters the sceptics 

asserted that cooperation was necessary. Their idea of cooperation was a Pan-European 

association that had the interest of all of Europe in mind, not just Western Europe (like EU does 

in this narrative). 

 

For mostly the same reason my conclusion is similar to Axelsson’s of neutrality. It is clear that 

the sceptics give nonalignment policy a long history and a way to achieve peace. We can also 

see how the EU supporters acknowledged nonalignment policy, but believed it was losing 

relevance. Agius conclusion that sovereignty still was an ideal and that neutrality and 

sovereignty had close ties were highly evident in the debate in respect of nonalignment policy 

and self-determination. All parties involved expressed support for self-determination. The 

supporters claimed they could not accept decisions carried out by organisations beyond the 

reach of Swedish influence, but Sweden could not be fully independent any longer. In other 

words, the EU supporters still had self-determination as an ideal but the stance was not feasible. 

However, sceptics maintained Sweden should safeguard as much of sovereignty as possible 

which point towards a strong belief in the self-determination’s relevance. They also tried to 

preserve nonalignment policy and its durability was threatened by EU just as much as Sweden’s 

self-determination. Agius also observed that neutral countries were pressured to leave the 

neutrality by other countries. This postulation is difficult to prove as the study has only 

examined the Swedish discourse. However, the more EU positive parties were questioning the 

nonalignment policy on the same basis as Agius ascribe to how other countries were addressing 

Sweden’s neutrality. Thus, the Cold-War legacy rhetoric surrounding nonalignment policy was 

present in the debate. 

 

On the other hand, the researchers discussed above, made few mentions of self-determination. 

Agius addressed self-determination in sense of discussing sovereignty, which I regard as 

synonymous with self-determination. However, she did not discuss explicitly how the EU 

debate lead to a discussion about self-determination. Also, her perspective is how external 
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actors perceived them and not how they were perceived domestically. Kite dealt with neutrality 

(which has been shown as important way of addressing the nonalignment policy) and EU 

membership, but not how they sparked discussions regarding self-determination. Finally, 

Axelsson did not mention discussions of self-determination either, but he observed the role of 

neutrality policy in the EU debate and most notably, its historical ties.  
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4. The Swedish Migration Policy and the EU 

This chapter will deal with Swedish migration policy in relation to an EU membership. As with 

nonalignment policy migration policy is a frequent topic in the debate and when discussed it 

was often alluded to the being or non-being of self-determination. The migration policy is by 

the debaters typically separated into two distinct but related forms of migration, the first is what 

I call the EU-migration and the second is refugee policy. The former relates to peoples’ 

movement to and from EU countries (towards Sweden) whereas the second category deals with 

people from outside EU. A common denominator among all the parties involved is an expressed 

support for a generous refugee policy. The questions I set out to answer in this chapter is: What 

would be the consequences for Sweden’s migration-policy in the event of an EU 

membership? Were certain parts of migration policy more possible to modify than 

others? What could not be modified? As mentioned in the introduction I will discuss the 

government and the committees’ comments first before discussing the EU supporters and 

sceptics separately. Note that I will use migration policy, as an analytical term; in this case, it 

refers to all policies pertaining to peoples’ movements across state borders such as labour 

migration policy, refugee- and asylum policy, student exchange, etc. Migration, on the other 

hand is only used the way the sources are using it and it will not be defined. However, before 

we examine the debate I will give an overview of Sweden’s migration policy during the Cold 

War. 

 

During the first decades of the Cold War Sweden had substantial labour immigration, mostly 

guest workers. This immigration was a response to the labour shortage and Sweden’s fast-

growing economy. In 1968, the labour migration policy was rendered significantly more 

restrictive. From now on, non-Nordic citizens could not apply for work permit after arrival and 

in 1972 a full ban on non-Nordic labour migration take effect.141 The refugee policy was 

unchanged. In the mid-70s Sweden also adopted a multicultural integration policy. According 

to Christina Johansson, Sweden depicted itself as having left its previous attempts of imposing 

ethnic homogeneity behind.142 

                                                 

141 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 288–89 Johansson traces this decision to a document from LO 

(The Swedish Trade Union Confederation), which advised its affiliated unions not to give approval to work 

permits from non-Nordic citizens. The reason is according to Johansson both social and economic, but the 

implementation occurred strikingly before the Oil crisis recession in 1973. 
142 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, p. 290 She suggests that this led to a discussion about cultural 

rights for others than the indigenous population and a more pluralistic approach to integration. 
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Over the course of the following decades the country received numerous refugees. In the early 

80s Sweden’s migration policy was under scrutiny. A main reason was indeed the change labour 

migration to refugee migration.143 Thus, Sweden started to view its policy as notably generous 

and a leading country in the field of generous refugee policies. In Swedish discourse, there was 

a prevalent image of Sweden as a country that ‘respects human rights, that pursue global 

cohesion and whose politic is an expression for international solidarity.’144 Johansson points 

out that this kind of self-image was continuously promoted and reproduced in public debate. 

When the country nevertheless imposed restrictions in the migration field it was blamed on 

other countries’ actions and restrained trajectories. However, Johansson states: ’how a country 

presents itself and understand its own migration history does not necessarily correspond with 

how the politics appeared in reality.’ Indeed, in internal political documents there was often a 

problematic outlook on refugees. 145 

 

Equality was likewise a key word. Politicians claimed that Sweden attempted to have economic, 

social, and cultural equality between the migrants and the native population. Yet, this image 

was seemingly unaffected by the actual policy., even more so after The St. Lucy Resolution took 

effect.146 The Resolution was adopted without consulting the rest of the Riksdag and this 

resolution meant that only people defined as refugees according to CRSR (also known as the 

Geneva Convention) can seek asylum in Sweden. The resolution was a change toward 

considerably more restrictive refugee policy. Did the resolution affect how EU’s imagined 

policy were addressed? Or is the resolution linked to EU’s policy?147 

 

4.1 The Government, advisory committees and SAP representatives 

In this section the government and the committees deal with some different forms of migration 

policy. The first one may be labelled EU-migration or internal migration. This mostly deals 

                                                 

143 Johansson, p. 291 As a result of the scrutinizing an immigration committee was appointed and many of the 

committee’s arguments were later reused by the government in their subsequent Proposal. In this proposal it was 

argued that the immigration policy should be subordinate to certain aspects of Swedish society, but at the same a 

liberal refugee and family reunion policy should be an overall aim. Johansson also brings up many other facts 

that posits a great deal of ambiguity expressed in the committee report as well as the proposal itself. . 
144 Johansson, ‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner’, pp. 115–17. 
145 Johansson, ‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner’, p. 113. 
146 Johansson, ‘Svenska Flyktingpolitiska Visioner’, pp. 121–22. 
147 Confer with for instance; Johansson, Välkomna till Sverige?; Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’. 
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with polices regarding Swedish citizens’ ability to move to EU and vice versa and the removal 

of border controls. Often these policies are discussed in relation to the joint Nordic passport 

agreement. The other category is refugee policy, which mostly deal with people outside of EU 

and how EU would affect Sweden’s policy. Typologically SAP and the committees 

occasionally support EU membership as long as certain policies are kept. In other situations, 

they suggest that harmonisation between EU policy and Sweden’s policy are inevitable, 

especially for refugee policy. In such situations, the policy of EU will change Sweden’s policy, 

rather than the other way around. 

 

EU-migration  

Now we will examine how the government and the committees discusses EU-migration. 

Overall, this section mostly deals with the Nordic passport agreements and consequences on 

the labour migration in relation to EU membership. For the Nordic passport agreement, it is 

important that EU membership does not abolish it. As for the labour migration, EU membership 

will lead to increased possibility of labour migration, but there will be no actual increase in 

numbers. Nevertheless, what these two have in common is the belief that a coordination with 

EU must occur. This means that as far as the EU migration goes, they are typologically 

inevitably-minded. However, they are also supportive of certain things, such as increased 

mobility of people and border control reliefs in the EU area. 

 

Regarding EU migration, the minister of immigration, Maj-Lis Lööw declares that the EU’s 

attempt to create a borderless Europe is monitored by the government. Yet, how this 

development will affect Swedish legislation is difficult to predict. Lööw states that the border-

free area in the EU is not compatible with the Nordic Passport Union. Regardless of what the 

outcome of any cooperation with EU will be, the free movement within the passport union must 

not be jeopardised.148 These statements made by Lööw shows some that while she does not 

fully embrace co-operation with EU in migration questions, some cooperation is indeed 

possible. Her main concern lies in the Nordic passport agreement and how it may be disrupted. 

 

The government mentions that the EFTA negotiations with EU deals with a closer cooperation 

between the two organisations. A key aspect therein is the four freedoms of EU. The 

                                                 

148 ‘Prop. 1988/89:86’. 
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government claims that EFTA (by extension Sweden) has a ‘principal interest for an eventual 

agreement between EFTA and EU regarding increased mobility for peoples shall also include 

reliefs in the border control.’149 This shows that the government regards the inner market as a 

migration policy. It also mentions the possibility of joint Nordic migration policy in relation the 

EU. 150 However, the government does not mention specific Swedish policies in relation to 

EU’s policies. Yet, Sweden’s policy may be deduced from the mentions of EFTA’s stance as 

Sweden is a member of EFTA. Seen from this perspective, the government supports reliefs in 

the border controls between EFTA and EU. Collaborative efforts or even coordination of 

borders is not problematic, it is promoted. However, refugees are not mentioned. 

 

Lööw states that a Swedish EU-membership facilitates labour force’s mobility, but it will not 

lead to an increased immigration nor emigration. It can nevertheless reduce the possibility of 

labour shortage. The EES agreement will give citizens in the EU the same rights as Nordic 

citizen’s regarding staying in Sweden. The current guidelines for labour migration should for 

this reason be kept, ‘but […] be applied more flexibly and cyclically adjusted.’151 The actual 

labour migration, will on the other hand be determined ‘mainly by the concurrent situation on 

the Swedish labour market.’152 The Committee of Foreign Affairs agrees that the Nordic treaties 

must not be disrupted. However, the committee also desires a coordination between the Nordic 

system and the EU’s planned ‘border control system.’ The coordination will affect issues in 

both ‘the inner and outer border protection.’153 

 

Refugee policy  

Regarding this policy all involved (the government, SAP representatives and the committees) 

argue for generous policy while simultaneously being concerned EU membership might lead 

to restrictions in the policy. However, during this time the St. Lucy Resolution is submitted and 

this resolution indicates a state of crisis in the Swedish refugee system. Thus, measures to deal 

                                                 

149 ( principiella intresse för att en eventuell överenskommelse mellan EFTA och EG om ökad rörlighet för 

personer skall omfatta även lättnader i gränskontrollen) ‘Skrivelse 1989/90:68 1989/90:68 - Riksdagen.se’, p. 45 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Propositioner-och-

skrivelser/19899068_GD0368/?text=true> [accessed 2 May 2015]. 
150 ‘Skrivelse 1989/90:68’. 
151 (men tillämpas […] mer flexibelt och konjunkturanpassat) ‘Prop. 1990/91:195’, p. 4. 
152 (huvudsakligen av det rådande läget på den svenska arbetsmarknaden) ‘Prop. 1990/91:195’, p. 65. 
153 (inre och det yttre gränskyddet) ‘Utrikesutskottet Betänkande 1988/89:UU19 Sverige Och Den 

Västeuropeiska Integrationen - Riksdagen.se’, p. 38 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Utskottens-

dokument/Betankanden/Sverige-och-den-vasteuropeiska_GC01UU19/?html=true> [accessed 28 April 2015]. 
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with the situation is necessary. In other words, on one hand EU is blamed for restrictions, but 

on the other hand the situation itself necessities restrictions, all the while they remain adamant 

in their support of a generous policy. This is an evident contradiction here, and other 

researchers, such as Christina Johansson has also observed this. Johansson connects this to 

nationalist tendencies, and it is evident there is discrepancies in the migration policy discourse. 

 

In the government’s annual report regarding Sweden’s refugee policy, the government assert 

that they closely monitor the debates in EU. One such debate is the harmonisation of the 

migration policy in EU as it is ‘obvious that Sweden will be affected of an eventual 

harmonisation of the asylum- and refugee policy within the EU.154
 On the other hand, the 

government desires to preserve a refugee policy built on solidarity and generosity.155 This is the 

first mention of Sweden’s refugee policy as generous or based on solidarity. As said before 

these are common words to describe Sweden’s policy, at least by Swedes themselves. 156
 

 

We can also see a similar attitude in Maj-Lis Lööw’s submission of The St. Lucy Resolution. In 

this report Lööw states that Sweden’s refugees handling is in a state of crisis. 157 Consequently, 

Lööw postulates that ‘extraordinary measures’ due to the ‘enormous influx’ must take place, 

such as the resolution. However, Sweden also has an efficient system of handling refugees that 

entices refugees to seek asylum in Sweden.158 There is an evident contradiction in Lööw’s 

argument, as just before Lööw suggested Sweden is in a state of crisis. Additionally, the 

frequent use of we in Lööw’s statements is noteworthy, in the historian Johansson’s opinion. 

This is because it alludes to a Swedish people ‘assuredly responsible but sorely overstretched’ 

and migrants as ‘the other.’159 Thus, the migrants’ residence should be outside of Sweden.160 

 

However, the resolution is less discussed after its submission as the government in January 

announces that there are plans to have a common Nordic quota for certain refugees, and the 

                                                 

154 (självklart att Sverige kommer att påverkas av en eventuell harmonisering av asyl- och flyktingpolitiken inom 

EG) ‘Skrivelse 1988/89:82 1988/89:82 - Riksdagen.se’, p. 28 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Forslag/Propositioner-och-skrivelser/19888982_GC0382/?html=true> [accessed 24 April 2015]. 
155‘Skrivelse 1988/89:82’, p. 28. 
156 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, p. 286. 
157 Arbetsmarknadsdepartementet, ‘Pressmeddelande’, 1989. 
158 Arbetsmarknadsdepartementet. 
159 For a more extensive account of how 'the other' is constituted see; Edward W. Said, Orientalism, 1st ed (New 

York: Pantheon Books, 1978). 
160 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 295–96. 
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resolution is not mentioned at all. In fact, there is a conspicuous lack of mentions of 

restrictions.161 Instead, Maj-Lis Lööw believes EU membership will lead to restriction rather 

than Sweden itself is conducting a restrictive policy as it ‘leads to new walls are raised when 

old ones were razed.’162 Because of this, it is crucial that Sweden actively work against such a 

development in suitable forums, such as EU. However, Sweden should not limit its efforts 

toward EU, they shall be directed to all of Europe. This is because ‘there is now a broad unity 

that European countries have a responsibility to conduct a policy that does not push the citizens 

to find sanctuary in another country.’163 

 

If we then turn our gaze towards the various committees, the committees that deal with the 

refugee policy are mostly The Committee of Social Insurance (Socialförsäkringsutskottet) and 

The Committee of Foreign Affairs. The latter committee believes that Sweden should preserve 

and further develop a generous refugee policy. At the same time, the committee is certain that 

Sweden will be affected by a refugee policy harmonisation in EU and the consequences are 

continuously surveyed.164 Published by same committee is the report which was previously 

claimed by Kite to be decisive move towards EU (on page 22). This report declares that the 

parallel EES agreement will not affect any refugee policy. However, the EU harmonising will 

affect Sweden.165 The EES treaty has been given different connotations depending on the 

author.166 Considering that merely four months after the negotiations for EEA started, the 

government announces its plans to make Sweden a member of the EU. This was approved by a 

great majority. Thus, it is quite likely that the agreement was a prelude to a full membership.167 

 

If seen in this light, the committee believes that EU harmonisation will not modify Sweden’s 

refugee policy. However, whether this is a positive outcome or not is unmentioned. The 

                                                 

161 ‘Skrivelse 1989/90:68’. 
162 (leder till att nya murar reses där gamla-murar rasat) ‘Regeringens Proposition 1990/91:195 Om Aktiv 

Flykting- Och Immigrationspolitik M.m. - Riksdagen.se’, p. 40 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Forslag/Propositioner-och-skrivelser/om-aktiv-flykting--och-immigra_GE03195/?text=true> [accessed 4 

May 2015]. 
163 (det råder nu bred enighet om att Europas länder har ett ansvar för all föra en politik som inte driver 

medborgarna att söka fristad i annat land) ‘Prop. 1990/91:195’, p. 40. 
164 ‘Bet. 1988/89:UU19’, p. 38. 
165 ‘Bet. 1990/91:UU8’. 
166 Kite for example argues that the debate leading up to the treaty reveals considerations in regards to both 

security and economic policies. Especially by the ones in favour of EU membership. Kite, p. 130; Gstöhl 

suggests the whole treaty was aiming for varying levels of integration with EU, for the Swedish case it 

eventually involved membership. Gstöhl, p. 530. 
167 Confer with; Kite, p. 29. 
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committee report discussed in the previous paragraph argued that harmonisation could occur, 

but Sweden should continue to have a generous policy. If both reports should be parts of a 

whole, it shows that the committee expects a harmonisation of policies including refugee policy, 

but the EES treaty will not affect them. There is some discrepancy between the stances due to 

the close connection of the EES treaty and EU membership. It shows that the committee desires 

to safeguard the generous refugee policy. At the same time, the committee stresses the 

importance of coordination of Sweden’s and EU’s policies. This is also held to be inevitable. 

Unlike some motions in the Riksdag, the committee is quite vague in their account of the 

consequences, just that they will occur. 

 

The historian Christina Johansson suggests that both nation-states and EU has attempted to 

control movement across the borders and regulate access to citizenship. For this reason, nation-

states still have validity and universality. Furthermore, the state and migration policy have a 

pre-arranged relationship as the former determines how to carry out regulations of the latter. 

Johansson shows that restrictions in migration policy is in the interest of the state.168 However, 

the committee’s stance above indicates that it’s not Sweden’s desire but EU’s to restrict 

migration policy. This can also be linked to the Swedish attitudes that any restrictions in 

Sweden’s policy are due to the actions of others. 

 

To sum up the arguments expressed here; the importance Sweden’s generous policy to remain 

was frequently mentioned. This was often done in connection with arguments that 

harmonisation with EU’s policy was important. Interestingly, the restrictions imposed 

following the St. Lucy Resolution did not change the argument that Sweden’s policy was 

generous. However, the resolution’s submission still indicated Sweden was facing problems in 

their refugee handling. The durability of the Nordic passport union was also an important topic. 

Secondly, the government asserted that labour migration policy would not be significantly 

altered as a result of EU cooperation, while also claiming that EU membership would facilitate 

labour mobility. In her analysis of the Swedish case, Christina Johansson claimed that migration 

policy restrictions are the state’s interest, but that the debaters attitudes point towards a belief 

that EU desired the restriction rather than Sweden itself. However, this can be explained by 

                                                 

168 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, p. 288. 
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Johansson’s other comment that restrictions are frequently blamed on others rather than 

Sweden’s own policy. 

 

4.2 The Opposition 

4.2.1 Membership Supporters 

As in the previous chapter the membership supporters are Moderaterna and Folkpartiet, two 

parties typically seen as to the right of SAP. These parties nevertheless discuss the same themes 

as the government, that is ‘EU-migration’ and consequences for the refugee policy. In the 

former category Moderaterna is the most vocal, but both Moderaterna and Folkpartiet give the 

latter attention. However, Folkpartiet are most vocal in expressing concerns for potential 

restrictions all the while supporting cooperation with EU. As with the nonalignment policy, 

these parties are typologically positive of EU membership. Folkpartiet is slightly concerned, 

although not directly negative of EU membership. However, the party believes harmonisation 

in the refugee policy is inevitable.  

 

EU-migration  

Regarding the EU migration, it is only Moderaterna that discusses this topic. The party mostly 

discusses how EU membership will modify the labour market. This includes both Swedes 

working in EU and EU citizens working in Sweden, which are both seen as positive. For the 

former they believe that Sweden must be a member of EU, not just being a close collaborator 

with EU, and it would be disadvantageous for Sweden to reject EU. In regards to the migration 

towards Sweden, they are eager to clarify they don’t believe it will lead to an uncontrolled 

migration heading towards Sweden.  

 

According to Moderaterna Sweden shall attempt to be part of agreements on: ‘student exchange, 

citizens’ movement across the borders.’169 The party’s support of a borderless Europe is evident 

when the party declares that the main task for Sweden is to obtain a position in the emerging 

borderless Europe. This is also a direct support of freedom of movement.170 How would this 

affect Sweden? Moderaterna, as with SAP, refers to the Nordic passport union and they state 

that they support a harmonisation with the EU’s passport union. However, this EU passport 

                                                 

169 (studentutbyte, medborgares rörlighet över gränserna)  ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 2. 
170 ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 12. 
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union should not disrupt the Nordic passport union. Moderaterna also support freedom of 

movement due to the extended labour market it provides. The Nordic union is believed to be a 

rather successful shared labour market. The shared labour market in the EU ‘entails the same 

advantages for the citizens of the countries that can take advantage of this.’171 From Sweden’s 

perspective, it is crucial that the citizens can pursue work in other countries.172 To boil down 

these attitudes, it appears that Moderaterna is highly supportive of Swedish border openings 

towards EU. By my definition, this is part of migration policy as they involve the people moving 

across state borders. Moderaterna believe that this kind of peoples’ movment gives individual 

freedoms. However, the migration may also benefit certain policies within Sweden. The 

expanded labour market is cited as a reason to support of freedom of movement. 

 

Moderaterna additionally believe that EU membership benefits the citizens as it enables them 

to ‘head towards another EU-country to live, work or study.’ As Sweden is neither a member 

nor part of the common labour market its citizens ‘are disfavoured in comparison to citizens of 

EU-countries.’173 For this reason, it is crucial ‘Sweden does not put up nor maintain unnecessary 

rules that creates difficulties for the exchange of labour or students between the European 

countries.’174 They also argue that such a movement would not lead to ‘uncontrolled labour 

immigration.’175 Moderaterna argue that Sweden should show more optimism when it comes 

to accepting foreign labour. This sentiment ‘should be applied […] as it has significance to 

counter today’s labour shortage […] it should also be applied when labour shortage cannot be 

explicitly proven.’176 

 

As said previously, labour migration and student exchange are indeed part of migration policy. 

With this in the back of our heads, what do these arguments say? It underscores that the party 

want to facilitate the EU migration. Additionally, obstacles to these policies should be removed 

                                                 

171 (medför samma fördelar för de länders medborgare som kan dra nytta av denna)  ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 

19. 
172 ‘Motion 1988/89:U560’, p. 12. 
173 (missgynnas jämfört med invånare i EG-länderna) ‘Bet. 1989/90:AU11’, p. 101. 
174 (Sverige inte i onödan sätter upp eller vidhåller regler som innebär svårigheter för utbytet av arbetskraft eller 

studenter mellan de europeiska länderna) ‘Bet. 1989/90:AU11’, p. 101. 
175 (Okontrollerad arbetskraftsinvandring) ‘Bet. 1988/89:AU11’, p. 101. 
176 (bör tillämpas […] då den har betydelse för att avhjälpa dagens brist på arbetskraft, […] den bör också kunna 

tillämpas när brist på arbetskraft inte uttryckligen kan påvisas) ‘Socialförsäkringsutskottet 1990/91:SfU4 

Arbetstillstånd För Utlänningar - Riksdagen.se’ <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Utskottens-

dokument/Betankanden/Arbetstillstand-for-utlanninga_GE01SfU4/> [accessed 4 May 2015]. 
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or avoided. Moderaterna also mentions the lack of workforce in Sweden, which needs a 

solution. The refugees could certainly fill in the gaps in the Swedish labour market. However, 

Moderaterna suggest that EU membership with its large workforce could solve the issue. How 

can this be explained? 

 

Johansson suggests that the integration issue of the refugees can explain it. Both the 

immigration minister and the director-general of the Migration Board argued that in order to 

maintain an effective integration, restrictions must take place. Ethnicity took a role in this 

discussion as a particular ethnicity was responsible for the implementation of The St. Lucy 

Resolution, that is the Bulgarian Turks. Johansson argues that the way this ethnicity is dealt 

with contains a certain otherness.177 This is because Lööw uses we to describe Sweden as 

recipient and caretaker of the refugees and the refugees themselves as an external and undesired 

influx.178 As for the Bulgarian Turks, their deviation from the Swedish-ness was twofold, firstly 

they were Turks, an ethnicity viewed as notably troublesome to integrate and non-European. 

Secondly, they came from Eastern Europe, a part of Europe which had been in the public view 

ever since the Berlin Wall’s collapse.179 

 

Johansson’s comments may be an explanation why the refugees are not seen as a solution to 

the labour shortage. However, it does not explain why migrants from the EU can be a solution. 

Are these people seen as more alike Swedes than those from Eastern Europe and refugees from 

elsewhere? Is it how these EU’s citizens travel to Sweden legally whereas the others must do 

so illegally? It is interesting that Moderaterna assures that a participation in the EU’s labour 

market will not lead to uncontrolled labour immigration. Why is this even an issue when 

Sweden is evidently in dire need of labour force? Can it be explained through past policies 

regarding labour migration? 

 

As mentioned previously Sweden had during the first decades of the Cold War a substantial 

labour immigration. but in 1972 a full ban on non-Nordic labour migration took place.180 

                                                 

177 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 294–96. 
178 Arbetsmarknadsdepartementet. 
179 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 294–96. 
180 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 288–89 Johansson traces this decision to a document from LO 

(The Swedish Trade Union Confedration), which advised its affliated unions not to give approval to work 

permits from non-Nordic citizens. The reason is according to Johansson both social and economical, but the 

implementation occurred strikingly before the Oil crisis recession in 1973. 
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Following the ban, a global recession took place, but this cannot explain the ban, according to 

Johansson. In fact, the recession was not even predicted and some trade unions expected an 

upturn following the ban. An upturn required more labour in the Swedish industries, but Trade 

Unions hoped this would be adjusted ‘by untapped domestic resources such as women and 

disabled people rather than immigrants.’181 Previous research, such as Tomas Hammar and Nils 

Öberg underscores the social factors in the ban. The former argues that the political ideology 

of Swedish policies dictated equality for Swedish citizens as immigrants. Thus, if immigrants 

were too many it was not possible to provide them with the same living standards as Swedes.182 

Öberg draws the conclusion that regulation in immigration took place ‘with the argument that 

it should not be an obstacle to the welfare policy goals in other areas of society.’183 

 

Johansson’s research point towards integration issues. Some immigrants were gradually 

regarded as having difficulties adapting to Sweden. Certain discourse held the notion certain 

groups of foreigners faced troubles as being ‘linguistically, religiously and culturally deviant.’ 

By this time, it mostly referred to non-Nordic migrants from countries in Southern and Eastern 

Europe.184 The consequences of discussing ethnic origins of immigrants were twofold. On one 

side, it gave fuel to the stereotyping of certain groups. It also led to a discussion of the cultural 

rights of groups apart from the indigenous. Thus, Sweden commenced a multicultural approach 

in the integration policy and by 1975, Sweden officially adopted a multicultural integration 

policy.185 

 

The labour immigration and its subsequent ban might explain why Moderaterna assures that no 

uncontrolled labour migration would take place with EU membership. The party wanted to 

maintain that the EU membership would not lead to a turnaround of extant policies. To be sure, 

the problematic attitude towards migrants had changed somewhat since the early 70s. 

Integration had for example become a more important issue. However, non-Nordic labour 

                                                 

181 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 289–90. 
182 Tomas Hammar, ‘Comparative Analysis’, in European Immigration Policy: A Comparative Study, ed. by 

Tomas Hammar, Comparative Ethnic and Race Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
183 (med motiveringen att den inte fick utgöra ett hinder för de välfärdspolitiska målen som fanns inom andra 

samhällsområden) Nils Öberg, Gränslös rättvisa eller rättvisa inom gränser?: om moraliska dilemman i 

välfärdsstaters indvandrings- och invandrarpolitik, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 118 (Stockholm, Sweden: 

Distributor, Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1994), p. 67. 
184 Such as Greece, Italy, Spain and Yugoslavia, in some cases Turkey was also mentioned. Johansson, ‘Beyond 

Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 289–90. 
185 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 289–90. 
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immigration was still a matter of concern in the political debate. 186 The comments can also 

shed light on why EU citizens are seen as acceptable to refill the Swedish need of labour. It can 

also explain why refugees are not mentioned as a possibility. While Johansson mentions that 

non-Nordic migrants were often seen as difficult to adapt, it is possible that Moderaterna have 

narrower view of who they believe as facing difficulties adapting. This leads us to the debate 

regarding refugee policy. 

 

Refugee policy 

As said initially, all EU supporters, endorse generous refugee policy. In this topic Folkpartiet 

is more vocal than Moderaterna, although Moderaterna gives it some attention. However, the 

parties differ on how Sweden should cooperate with EU and on Sweden’s role. Most 

noteworthy is that Folkpartiet is concerned with potential restriction because of EU 

membership. At the same time, it does not reject harmonisation with EU. Instead, the party 

advocates cooperation to make countries having restrictive policies change their policies 

towards more generous. Harmonisation is also supported by Moderaterna, but this party does 

not directly promote measures to introduce generosity. Sweden should rather promote human 

rights and give support to refugees wherever they reside. While this might be a way to avoid 

restrictive policy, Moderaterna is giving potential restrictions considerably less attention than 

Folkpartiet.  

 

Regarding the refugee policy Folkpartiet, believes that the main objective of the government is 

to defend and promote a generous refugee policy.187 After this, they mention how Sweden has 

benefited from immigration and open borders. What follows is a critique of the increasingly 

restrictive refugee policies in Western European countries; ‘the burden is continuously pushed 

from one country to another through drastic restrictions in each country’s refugee policy.’188 

Folkpartiet also claim that the authorities dispute the refugees’ motives to apply for asylum. 

These are used to justify restrictions, but Folkpartiet claims that these policies are in direct 

conflict with the Geneva Convention. They also connect the increased constraints with the EU 

                                                 

186 Johansson, ‘Beyond Swedish Self-Image’, pp. 289–90. 
187 ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf502 Generösare Invandrar- Och Flyktingpolitik - Riksdagen.se’, p. 3 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Generosare-invandrar--och-

flyk_GC02Sf502/?text=true> [accessed 24 April 2015]. 
188 (bördan skjuts hela tiden över från ett land till ett annat genom drastiska restriktioner i respektive lands 

flyktingpolitik) ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf502’, p. 5. 
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harmonisation. However, Folkpartiet assures that not all countries in the EU promote restrictive 

policies. On the other hand, it is possible ‘that the more liberal will be strongly urged to 

harmonise its asylum policy in a more restrictive course.’189 Commenting upon this, Christina 

Johansson notes that the discussions about burden in the refugee policy brings to mind 

colonialism and ‘the white man’s burden.’ This reasoning grew in strength when EU started 

pursuing coordination in the refugee policy. However, Johansson suggests that ‘the term 

“sharing of burden” is hardly a manifestation of a supra-state policy, but rather a manifestation 

of the single nations fear to bear a heavier responsibility than any other.’190 

 

Folkpartiet argues that Sweden should commence cooperation with like-minded states to 

promote a generous refugee policy. Together they must ‘in a significantly higher degree, make 

use of international forums to influence the other Western European states to once more conduct 

a more generous asylum- and refugee policy.’191 This makes it clear that Sweden’s ideals of 

having a generous policy is the most important in the migration policy debate. However, the 

ideals of a generous policy are not exclusive to Sweden. These ideals should be advocated in 

the international arenas and they should not be compromised. These comments show that the 

party believes that the refugee policy should be self-determined. On the other hand, they also 

desire joint efforts with like-minded countries. For this reason, their main concern is probably 

the restrictions themselves. Traces of the notion that restrictions in Sweden’s policy are the fault 

of other countries’ actions are also evident. EU is not directly responsible for restrictions, but 

certain member countries are. International collaboration and working with supra-state level 

organisations are apparently not problematic in itself. The neutrality policy was according to 

Kite the main reservation for Folkpartiet when it came to EU membership.192 Here we see 

another concern, that is the restrictions in refugee policy, which Kite does not discuss, but the 

party is unclear how this should be avoided. Folkpartiet’s discussions about international forum 

are rather vague. It is possible they see EU as a preferred forum. This is highly likely as the 

previous chapter revealed strong EU support. 

 

                                                 

189 (att de mer liberala kommer att utsättas för ett starkt tryck att harmonisera sin asylpolitik i än mer restriktiv 

riktning) ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf502’, p. 7. 
190 Johansson, Välkomna till Sverige?, p. 186. 
191  (i väsentligt högre grad utnyttja internationella fora för att påverka övriga västeuropeiska stater att åter föra 

en mer generös asyl- och flyktingpolitik)   ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf502’, p. 7. 
192 Kite, p. 127. 
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Moderaterna requests a harmonisation of the refugee policy among the European countries. The 

issues has become more important due to the EU harmonisation.193 However, they also argue 

for generosity and openness in the refugee policy and that Sweden should be ‘a sanctuary for 

[…] persecuted people.’194 Swedish refugee policy should work through international 

organisations to ‘promote human rights and assist refugees in the countries where they 

reside’.195 This should partly be done in the UN, but also with other European countries.196 Seen 

in this light, Moderaterna support generosity regarding refugees and collaborations are 

promoted. They later announce support for a creation of ‘a Pan-European conference of the 

continent’s refugee policy in the future, with the goal to harmonise the refugee legislation on 

all of the states in Europe.’197 This shows that cooperation should partly be in a Pan-European 

context. As they argue for a generous Swedish policy it is most likely they support diffusion of 

the ‘Swedish’ policy to other countries. However, harmonisation of the policies will affect the 

Swedish decision-making, but this issue is not addressed. 

 

Folkpartiet asserts that a refugee policy coordination in EU is necessary as it is ‘closely 

associated with the notion of the common external borders.’198 However, the harmonisation 

shall take place before the agreements of  ‘a common external border control is put into action 

to secure the legality.’199 Sweden shall attempt to achieve ‘a liberal refugee policy in Europe 

and foremost in an EU-context.’200 An immediate goal shall be to make the European countries 

sign the Geneva convention. Additionally, the EU countries shall follow the recommendations 

dictated by UNHCR. Folkpartiet also mentions several measures to deal with the refugee 

handling including ‘seek[ing] more constructive solutions to potential problems in the future 

[…] to aid countries in the affected area to shelter larger refugee groups.’ 201 The ensuing joint 

                                                 

193 ‘Socialförsäkringsutskottet Betänkande 1989/90:SfU16 Flyktingpolitiken - Riksdagen.se’, p. 16 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Utskottens-

dokument/Betankanden/Flyktingpolitiken_GD01SfU16/> [accessed 2 May 2015]. 
194 (en fristad för människor som [...] förföljs) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf605 Sveriges Flykting- Och Invandrarpolitik 

1989/90 - Riksdagen.se’, p. 2 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Sveriges-

flykting--och-invandr_GD02Sf605/?text=true> [accessed 4 May 2015]. 
195 (främja mänskliga rättigheter och bistå flyktingar i de länder där dessa befinner sig) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf605’, 

p. 3. 
196 ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf605’. 
197 (en alleuropeisk konferens om kontinentens flyktingpolitik i framtiden, med målet att harmonisera 

flyktinglagstiftningen i Europas samtliga stater) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf605’, p. ´2. 
198 (den är intimt förknippad med frågan om de gemensamma yttre gränserna) ‘Bet. 1990/91:SfU14’. 
199 (en gemensam yttre gränskontroll sätts i funktion för att säkerställa rättssäkerheten) ‘Bet. 1990/91:SfU14’. 
200 (en liberal flyktingpolitik i Europa och främst i EG-sammanhang) ‘Bet. 1990/91:SfU14’. 
201 (mer konstruktiva lösningar på eventuella framtida problem […] för att hjälpa länder i den berörda regionen 

att kunna härbärgera större flyktinggrupper) ‘Bet. 1990/91:SfU14’. 
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foreign policy of Europe shall aim to create ‘a world order that eliminates conflicts and 

oppression.’202. The St. Lucy Resolution which took effect the previous year is not mentioned, 

possibly as it was mainly discussed the year before. 

 

In this section, many of the themes expressed by the government were repeated, such as the 

assertion that labour movement would not be significantly altered, the support of generous 

refugee polices and the importance of harmonising Sweden’s policy with EU’s. As for the EU 

migration, supporters asserted that border openings towards EU would not lead to uncontrolled 

labour immigration. This assertion came against the backdrop of labour shortage in Sweden. 

Johansson suggested that the 1972 ban of labour immigration and concerns for integration 

issues can explain the need for such an assertion. Based on previous comments by the 

government and other claims by Moderaterna this appears to indeed be the case. However, 

compared to the government, the parties had a different idea of how Sweden should cooperate 

with EU in refugee policy. For example, Folkpartiet believed that Sweden should work with 

other EU-countries to preserve generous policy and they maintained their support for EU 

membership. Contrary to Kite, I have shown that Folkpartiet had more reservation to EU 

membership than just Sweden’s neutrality policy. They also had concerns about restrictions in 

Sweden’s migration policy. On the other hand, Moderaterna’s assertion about harmonisation 

with EU was quite similar to the government’s postulations. 

 

 4.2.2 Membership Sceptics 

In this debate, we once more meet VPK and Miljöpartiet, but Centerpartiet are conspicuously 

absent in the migration policy debate. Nevertheless, similar to the EU supporters the sceptics 

discuss refugee policy. However, their outlook is distinctly opposed to cooperation with EU 

and they claim that a membership will lead to restrictions. The EU-migration is on the other 

hand not dealt with to the same extent. Their second theme is rather concerns for the Swedish 

labour market and its durability. We saw above that the supporters included this in their EU-

migration postulations, but here it is more of a separate topic disconnected from the EU 

migration. Typologically, the sceptics arguments are the same as during the nonalignment 

policy debate, that is being negative of EU membership and often oppose it. 

 

                                                 

202 (världsordning att konflikter och förtryck undanröjs) ‘Bet. 1990/91:SfU14’. 
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Refugee policy 

In the refugee policy, the sceptics oppose cooperation with EU as the organisation is believed 

to impose restrictions. As a member, Sweden would need to agree to the same policy as the rest 

of EU. This is quite a noteworthy difference from the supporters who did argue that Sweden 

should work with EU in order to introduce and preserve generous policy. However, the sceptics 

believe that cooperation in this field is necessary as a select few countries cannot take the 

burden alone and should not be required to adopt restrictions. Another difference from the 

supporters is the appeal to values and responsibility. The generous refugee policy is linked to 

certain values that must not be compromised and Sweden should be an example of this 

uncompromising attitude. As for the responsibility, this is related to how others states in Europe, 

in particular the industrialised western part, should have generous polices and take a larger 

responsibility. And not build – literal or figurative – walls against refugees and the rest of the 

world. 

 

VPK argues generous refugee policy tests certain ‘fundamental values’, including ‘humanism, 

solidarity, humanitarianism, human equality.’203 These values are not affordable to 

compromise.204 Sweden should – due to the growing trend of restrictions – be a positive 

example in international politics.205 However, the industrial countries ‘in Europe make efforts 

to build waterproof walls around themselves to protect themselves against the refugee 

influx.’206 VPK’s long-term goal is to make the Nordic countries and the rest of Europe ‘take 

its own and a much larger part of the responsibility for the large refugee problems in the 

world.’207 In the meantime, visa requirements should not be used to stop the refugees. It is also 

necessary to set up conditions for ‘the humane and generous refugee policy that the Riksdag 

has decided.’208 It is evident that values are used frequently by VPK. It seems like the image of 

Sweden is the most important thing. Sweden is a country that should have a large responsibility 

and be a positive example. 

                                                 

203 (humanism, solidaritet, medmänsklighet, alla människors lika värde) ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf511 

Flyktingpolitiken - Riksdagen.se’, p. 1 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-

Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Flyktingpolitiken_GC02Sf511/?text=true> [accessed 24 April 2015]. 
204 ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf511’, p. 1. 
205 ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf511’, p. 1. 
206 (i Europa anstränger sig att bygga vattentäta murar omkring sig för att skydda sig mot 

flyktingtillströmningen) ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf511’, p. 1. 
207 (tar sin och en mycket större del av ansvaret för de stora flyktingproblemen i världen) ‘Motion 

1988/89:Sf511’, p. 1. 
208  ‘(den humana och generösa flyktingpolitik som riksdagen har beslutat) ‘Motion 1988/89:Sf511’, p. 1. 
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VPK argues that whether ‘Sweden harmonises with EU in this field or not, EU’s and Europe’s 

more restrictive refugee policy will affect us.’209 This is because ‘one country cannot conduct 

a refugee policy that is completely independent from its surroundings.’210 However, it is most 

likely that Sweden will follow EU’s lead and adopt more restrictive policy. This challenges 

Sweden’s independent policy making, which is a disruption of self-determination.211 These 

statements clarify the connection between national self-determination and migration policy. It 

might seem obvious, but the EU supporters were less direct in addressing consequences of the 

self-determination. Here it is directly argued that it will be affected by EU membership. It 

contains tendencies of the idea Johansson described, that is Swedish restrictions are result of 

others’ restrictive policy. Sweden independence or at least making independent decisions is a 

reason why Sweden should not be a member of EU. 

 

Furthermore, VPK’s postulations about sharing the handling of refugees suggests a support for 

collaborative efforts. This is indeed the case as they say it is necessary with ‘initiative on a 

prime minister level and in UN’s framework that may affect the other European countries.’212 

This is because Sweden has signed ‘international conventions and […] committed itself to 

respect them.’213  However, Sweden disregards these when ‘the government rejects refugee 

applicants with […] violations of their […] rights.’214 An argument for cooperation is that 

Sweden cannot take the whole burden of refugee handling. This strengthens the impression that 

EU sceptics prefer inter-state collaboration. It is peculiar that they prefer Sweden to make 

decisions on its own, but the country should also follow inter-state agreements. As before the 

sceptics appear to be more concerned about binding treaties, rather than the idea of cooperation 

itself. Sweden should be able to form its own decisions even if others states desire otherwise. 

Miljöpartiet suggests that EU’s shared foreign policy razes the inner borders. However, ‘the 

                                                 

209 (Sverige harmonieras med EG eller inte på det här området kommer EG:s och Europas restriktivare 

flyktingpolitik att påverka också oss) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf618 Flyktingpolitiken - Riksdagen.se’, p. 1 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Flyktingpolitiken_GD02Sf618/?text=true> 

[accessed 4 May 2015]. 
210 (ett land inte kan föra en flyktingpolitik som är helt oberoende av sin omgivning) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf616’, p. 

1. 
211 ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf616’, p. 1. 
212 (intiativ på statsministernivå och inom FN:s ram som kan påverka de övriga europeiska länderna) ‘Motion 

1989/90:Sf616’, p. 1. 
213 (internationella konventioner och […] åtagit sig att respektera dem) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf616’, p. 2. 
214 (regeringen avvisar asylsökande människor till […] kränkningar av deras [...] rättigheter) ‘Motion 

1989/90:Sf616’, p. 2. 
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wall around EU and the EFTA-countries becomes harder to traverse. The single national walls 

are replaced with a common higher EU-wall.’215 

 

Miljöpartiet declare that they ‘are positive to the right of humans to move freely,’ as well as 

‘supporters of an utmost generous refugee policy.’216 Will this be challenged by a membership? 

Because of xenophobic voices in West Germany resonating elsewhere in EU, the organisation 

is now pursuing a restrictive migration policy, according to Miljöpartiet. ‘In a harmonised 

market (and a super-state) [original bracketing] the refugee policy must naturally be the same. 

Which […] also applies to an EU-adapted country.’217 Consequently, the Swedish migration 

policy will face restriction if Sweden becomes ‘EU-adapted.’ Due to this, a membership will 

entail a less generous policy. The argument is that a closer harmonisation with EU will affect 

Sweden’s policy. Miljöpartiet rejects this trajectory and explicitly argues for a self-determined, 

yet liberal refugee policy.218 

 

The basis for Miljöpartiet’s support of increased immigration, by their own admission, is a 

belief in the positive outcome of immigration.219 However, the increased immigration should 

not be ‘limited to the EU-area. Instead the new openness should be within reach of everyone, 

regardless of nationality.’220 They disapprove of EU’s open labour market., mainly because as 

it is ‘a unilateral Western European labour market.’ According to Miljöpartiet, this labour 

market will inevitably lead to restrictions against other parts of the world such as Eastern 

Europe.221  This leads us to Miljöpartiet’s relation to the Swedish labour market. 

 

                                                 

215 (muren runt EG och EFTA-länderna blir svår att forcera och komma innanför. Man ersätter de enstaka 

nationella murarna med en gemensam högre EG-mur) ‘Motion 1989/90:Sf615 Flykting- Och Invandrarpolitiken 

- Riksdagen.se’, p. 6 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/Flykting--och-

invandrarpolitik_GD02Sf615/?text=true> [accessed 4 May 2015]. 
216 ‘Motion 1988/89:U571’, p. 13. 
217(inom en harmoniserad marknad (och en superstat) måste givetvis flyktingpolitiken vara densamma. Vilket 

[…] gäller ett EG-anpassat land). ‘Motion 1988/89:U591 EG-Anpassningen Och Flyktingpolitiken - 

Riksdagen.se’, p. 1 <http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/EG-anpassningen-och-

flyktingpo_GC02U591/?text=true> [accessed 28 April 2015]. 
218 ‘Motion 1988/89::U591’, p. 1. 
219 ‘Motion 1988/89:U571 EG-Anpassningen Och Arbetsmarknaden - Riksdagen.se’, p. 12 

<http://www.riksdagen.se/sv/Dokument-Lagar/Forslag/Motioner/EG-anpassningen-och-

arbetsmark_GC02U571/?text=true> [accessed 28 April 2015]. 
220 (vara begränsat till EG-området. Istället bör den nya öppenheten kunna komma alla till del, oberoende av 

nationalitet) ‘Motion 1988/89:U571’, p. 12. 
221 ‘Motion 1988/89:U571’, p. 13. 
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The Labour market 

While we saw above that Miljöpartiet desired a labour market that was not limited to EU 

citizens, but it still have some preconditions for the labour immigration. The party notably 

declares that ‘a more open migration policy must be combined with preserved Swedish control 

[...] if the unemployment rate should be kept low.’222 The comment indicates that the Swedish 

labour market and low unemployment rate are the important things to safeguard. In fact, an 

enduring theme in Miljöpartiet’s discussions are concerns for the labour market. For instance, 

EU membership is believed to increase the unemployment due to the expanded labour market 

it creates.223 I argue that concerns for the labour market are related to migration policy. This is 

especially true as a shared labour market leads to open borders. It is also interesting that 

Miljöpartiet argue against limitations in migration and simultaneously, argues for increased 

Swedish control of the migration policy. While control does not necessarily entail restrictions, 

it might do. Control, however, invariably entails self-determination which Miljöpartiet wants 

to safeguard. Thus, border crossings are supported, but they should be monitored by Sweden. 

 

We have in this section seen that the sceptics’ perception of Sweden’s migration policy in 

relation to EU were remarkedly different from the EU supporters. First of all, they invariably 

rejected cooperation with EU based on the belief it would lead to restriction in Sweden’s policy. 

Additionally, it was important that Sweden should remain a positive example. This showed that 

Sweden’s migration policy was viewed as more than just a practiced policy, it is an idea of what 

Sweden should be, similar to how the sceptics perceived nonalignment policy. However, the 

sceptics were not against cooperation in this field, on the contrary. They suggested it was 

important with cooperation both to avoid restrictions and to share the burden. Nevertheless, 

their arguments pertained to Johansson’s claim that restrictions in Swedish policy are claimed 

to be the result of external forces, rather than Swedish decisions. 

 

The topic of labour migration was part of the government’s and the supporters’ discussion of 

EU and the same goes for the sceptics. In fact, they all shared the emphasis that Swedish labour 

migration should be possible to control. Overall, the sceptics have many traces of self-

                                                 

222 (en öppnare invandringspolitik [måste] kombineras med bibehållen svensk kontroll […] om arbetslösheten 

skall kunna hållas låg) ‘Motion 1988/89:U571’, p. 13. 
223 ‘Motion 1988/89:U571’, pp. 12–13. 
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determination in their arguments, while also stressing that Sweden should follow international 

agreements. Most notably they argued that Sweden had to preserve their practised self-

determined policy and that Sweden should exercise control in the labour market. 

 

4.3 Concluding remarks 

Before we head to the conclusion of the whole thesis it is useful to summarise what this chapter 

has shown. In this chapter I have examined Swedish migration policy in relation to an EU 

membership. As with the nonalignment policy, migration policy was a frequent topic in the 

debate and the discussions often alluded to self-determination. The questions I set out to answer 

was: What would be the consequences for Sweden’s migration-policy in the event of an 

EU membership? Were certain parts of migration policy more possible to modify than 

others? What could not be modified? 

 

First of all, it is clear that all parties, whether they supported EU or were sceptical expressed 

support for generous refugee policy and this continued even after The St. Lucy Resolution came 

into effect. This was something Johansson also suggested to be the case. However, the 

resolution itself was only sparsely mentioned – in relation to EU. The crisis theme surrounding 

this resolution did on the other hand occasionally appear. Johansson suggested that the 

discussions of distribution of burden is a concern of taking a bigger responsibility than any 

other state rather than support of supra-state agreements. The debate did indeed contain certain 

discussions revolving around this theme. It was most evident when Folkpartiet both supported 

generosity and EU cooperation. The EU sceptics also had traces of it as they believed western 

Europe did not take a full responsibility. Johansson suggested that the sharing of burden grew 

in strength when the harmonisation of EU’s polices became more evident. My thesis does not 

really confirm this claim, but this can be explained as full scope of EU’s plans was yet relatively 

unknown. However, apart from this mention of EU, Johansson did not examine the role EU had 

in the debate surrounding migration policy. 

 

Furthermore, Johansson suggested that if restrictions in Swedish policy occurred they were 

blamed on external factors. My thesis shows that this sentiment was cited by all parties, whether 

they supported EU or not. For the supporters, Sweden should cooperate with EU, but also 

convince other EU countries to introduce a generous policy. Overall, EU supporters were just 

as supportive of EU harmonisation in this area as in the previous chapter, their main concern 
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were the risk of increased restrictions. Membership could give better coordination of the policy, 

however. Among the sceptics, EU countries were invariably blamed for imposing restrictions. 

In this view, Sweden had to be a positive example by maintaining generous policy. They did 

not mention that Sweden might be forced to restrict its policy, but they believed this could 

indeed happen. The similarity with how both factions discussed the nonalignment policy is 

telling. 

 

My study, shows that self-determination was frequently used to address the migration policy, 

especially among sceptics. Losing self-determination were for the sceptics disastrous, but for 

supporters it was acceptable as long as the policy did not change. Johansson did not discuss 

self-determination at all, neither as a topic in the discourse or the apprehensions of losing it. 

This is interesting as the point of departure for Johansson’s research is nationalism is a strong 

component of Sweden’s policy. Furthermore, a key component in nationalism is self-

determination so why this absence? It is possible Johansson speak of it elsewhere, but the EU 

harmonisation (and membership) was undoubtedly an issue which led to discussions about self-

determination as this thesis proves. For this reason, it is noteworthy that both the EU 

harmonisation and self-determination are not dealt with to a large extent.  
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5. Conclusion 

In this thesis, I have examined how the Swedish parliament discussed the consequences for the 

nation, defined as a self-determining state, if Sweden becomes a member in a supra-state 

organisation, the European Union. More precisely I have examined two important foreign 

policy themes of the Cold War and post-Cold War Sweden. These were nonalignment policy 

and migration policy. My chosen period was from the final years of the Cold War to the year 

Sweden’s membership application to EU was submitted, this means 1987 – 1991. During this 

time, the geopolitical situation changed considerably. Around the same time, Sweden’s refugee 

policy took a turn towards considerable restrictions with the implementation of The St. Lucy 

Resolution in 1989. The resolution entailed only those regarded as refugees by the CRSR could 

apply for asylum in Sweden. The resolution was an indirect response to the Cold War’s final 

convulsions. The main question I have addressed in this thesis is: How did Swedish political 

parties argue that Sweden’s self-determination was to be affected by a membership in the 

European Union? Subordinate to this question I also queried: Was self-determination more 

acceptable to lose in certain policies than others? To examine this properly I also employed 

a typology which included the following categories, positive, negative, inevitable, endorsed or 

opposed.  

 

As the study proves, all parties did see consequences for the self-determination if Sweden were 

to join. The social democratic government was initially negative, but eventually became 

positive while all along also claiming that EU membership was inevitable. The EU-supporters 

occasionally saw it as inevitable that Sweden had to join EU. If Sweden avoided membership, 

EU’s regulations would affect Sweden anyway. They even suggested that a large of part of self-

determination had already been lost because problems in the world were now concerns for more 

than just one country. If Sweden became a member, some of the losses could be recuperated. 

Membership would make Sweden able to influence decisions that would affect them. In other 

words, whether Sweden joined or not self-determination had been lost, but membership meant 

participation and influence in decision-making. Nevertheless, supporters supported this 

development as it was an adaption to the situation and would benefit Sweden.  

 

Sceptics were obviously also seeing consequences for Swedish self-determination. However, 

they believed that Sweden would be overruled by more powerful members. Furthermore, EU 
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would impose requirements on Sweden that would be unacceptable thus restricting Swedish 

decision-making. In other words, Sweden would lose self-determination and have little 

influence on EU. In this line of thought, it was common to argue that EU was a supra-state 

organisation based on majority decisions. A supra-state organisation would make self-

determination a non-issue. This was because EU in its very nature forces its members to accept 

EU’s verdicts. This was sometimes contrasted with inter-state organisations wherein the 

members could choose if they wanted to follow directives. Among sceptics, EU-membership is 

invariably negative and should be opposed. 

 

Taking a closer look at the nonalignment policy, the questions I set out to answer was What 

would be the consequences for nonalignment policy be in the event of an EU membership? 

Were certain aspects of the policy more possible to modify than others? What was 

important to safeguard? It was apparent that all involved stressed the importance of 

preservation of nonalignment policy even if Sweden were to join EU as it could not be 

compromised. Apart from that, which areas loss of self-determination was acceptable depended 

on who that discussed the issue. 

 

If we first look at SAP, initially both the government and the other party representatives in the 

Riksdag regarded nonalignment policy as a reason Sweden should not be a member of EU. 

Over time the government became increasingly supportive of the EU. and eventually settled on 

membership with a nonalignment policy reservation. The role of nonalignment policy changed 

considerably during this time. From being the reason to avoid EU to being something that 

should be kept even after membership. However, the other representatives were less confident 

in EU. They often argued that EU was not compatible with Sweden’s nonalignment policy 

because they believed EU had defence policy ambitions, but they also pointed out the 

geopolitical situation.  

 

The committee report, Bet. 1990/91:UU8 was regarded, by Kite in particular, as the decisive 

event in how the Swedish Riksdag discussed the membership issue. The report made all parties 

except VPK and Miljöpartiet agree that EU membership was compatible with Sweden’s 

nonalignment policy. The committee’s arguments were similar to how the government argued. 

It also made a notable connection between Sweden’s characteristics and how membership 

would affect them. Nevertheless, a closer security and foreign policy cooperation with EU was 
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acceptable, but military cooperation should be avoided. Axelsson noted that the committee 

viewed nonalignment policy as negotiable and pragmatic, which this thesis also highlights. 

From a typological perspective, the committees can be seen as supportive and positive. 

 

Moderaterna was from the beginning supportive of EU and before long argued for membership, 

but also expressed support of nonalignment policy. A commonplace in their rhetoric was that 

the nonalignment policy in relation to EU was never predetermined and could change overtime. 

Membership should thus never be rejected permanently. However, Moderaterna argued that 

Sweden’s defence policy should be preserved. Conversely, losing self-determination in other 

aspects of Sweden’s nonalignment policy was more accepted. Moderaterna also claimed a loss 

of self-determination had already taken place, because problems in the world were now 

concerns for many countries. Abstaining from EU would force Sweden to accept of EU’s 

decisions with no influence on their layout. When this is considered, participating in decision-

making was highly important, but at the same time collaboration was both promoted and stated 

to be necessary. Moderaterna was, according to Axelsson, seeing the neutrality policy as a 

political tool to give peace, and not the goal itself. Due to the changed geopolitical situation, 

the nonalignment policy could be partially replaced with EU-membership which filled a similar 

purpose. Moderaterna tended to reject the long history of neutrality, and stressed that the 

neutrality policy had been modified since its inception and had always been adapted to the 

situation. However, Axelsson did argue that EU supporters saw the neutrality as a myth, but 

they actually acknowledged the existence of nonalignment policy and neutrality was a part of 

this. 

 

Sceptics asserted that EU would disrupt Sweden’s self-determination and the nonalignment 

policy would be damaged by EU membership. One reason was that EU membership would 

make Sweden unrecognisable and the independence would likewise be disregarded in favour 

of pursuits of creating a European superpower. This was in direct conflict with Sweden’s 

insistence to avoid military cooperation. Sometimes, sceptics made connection between NATO 

and EU as certain EU states belonged to the former. Instead EU sceptics argued for a Pan-

European cooperation, which they claimed EU was not. Miljöpartiet were more focused on the 

long neutrality and Sweden’s independence that would face a humiliating exeunt if Sweden 

would join EU. Miljöpartiet made many comments regarding a century long neutrality and 
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independence dating back to Gustav Vasa in the 16th century. Deceased ‘international’ Social 

democrats were also used as examples in order to show why EU was not supported.  

 

The questions for the migration policy were quite similar to those about the nonalignment 

policy: What would be the consequences for Sweden’s migration-policy in the event of an 

EU membership? Were certain parts of migration policy more possible to modify than 

others? What could not be modified? In this field the parties had different interpretations of 

the consequences for Swedish policies. However, they all argued for generous refugee policy 

and of their durability. This continued even after The St. Lucy Resolution took effect. Johansson 

suggested that whenever Sweden made restrictions in the refugee policy, it was a result of other 

countries’ restrictions and actions. She also argued that there was a continuous support of a 

generous and humane refugee policy and that this changed little after The St. Lucy Resolution. 

This thesis shows that this was indeed the case, but The St. Lucy Resolution itself was sparsely 

mentioned. Most parties also indicated Sweden’s actions were the result of events elsewhere.  

 

The government was the least vocal in supporting generosity. Apart from a brief mention 

Sweden should work against restrictions and a Nordic quota for refugees, the government were 

silent and The St. Lucy Resolution was not mentioned. The committees expressed an interest in 

participating in a coordination of the refugee policies in EU. This was because Sweden would 

inevitably be affected by EU’s actions. Yet, Sweden should verify harmonisations of the 

migration policy would lead to generous policy. For the committees, cooperation with EU and 

membership is inevitable, but at the same time not problematic in itself. It is rather the potential 

restrictions that are problematic. 

 

Moderaterna supported generosity, but also claimed Sweden should pursue international 

solutions. On the other hand, Moderaterna expected the EU members would harmonise their 

policies. While a harmonisation could lead to the cherished generosity, it could also lead to 

restrictions. All the same, Moderaterna did endorse collaboration in the refugee policy, unlike 

some of the other parties. Folkpartiet were more general in their support of cooperation in 

refugee handling. However, over time they became increasingly focused on supporting 

cooperation with EU. Folkpartiet were critical of how the refugee burden was continuously 

pushed towards other countries. This made migration policy increasingly restrictive all across 

Europe and they linked it to the EU harmonisation. However, EU should cooperate in the 
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refugee handling. This was because they believed that not all EU states had restrictive policies. 

Together with states that still had generous policies Sweden could urge all EU states to conduct 

generous policies. However, Johansson noted that distribution of burden was an apprehension 

of the lone state taking a bigger responsibility than another state, rather than support for supra-

state policies. This was most likely the case as Folkpartiet often talked about international 

cooperation in the refugee policy. However, Folkpartiet was highly supportive of EU 

cooperation. Their main concern was potential restrictions. Interestingly, The St. Lucy 

Resolution was never explicitly addressed by Folkpartiet even though it changed Sweden’s 

policy substantially. For the supporters, EU cooperation in the migration policy was both 

supported and inevitable. 

 

The sceptics instead argued that EU membership would lead to restrictions. VPK maintained 

that Sweden should maintain generous policy and be a positive example in Europe. This 

indicated that the idea of Sweden was more important than anything. Nevertheless, the party 

advocated international cooperation and the developed world had to take a bigger responsibility. 

In the same context, they mentioned poor and less developed countries were carrying the 

heaviest burden. Miljöpartiet asserted Sweden’s policy would be disrupted by EU membership. 

They perceived EU as a super-state which required a common policy among all members. The 

inner market, which EU supporters supported was used to fortify this argument. A dismantling 

of borders within EU would lead to higher external borders. As a result, the migration would 

be limited to only EU citizens. However, Miljöpartiet also argued for increased Swedish border 

control to secure low unemployment. In fact, it was the Swedish labour market’s that 

Miljöpartiet mostly referred in regards to the migration policy. Miljöpartiet was previously 

shown to hold self-determination – at least towards EU – in high regard, and here we see that 

the border controls were a part of national self-determination All the EU sceptics saw EU 

membership as negative and opposed it. 

 

To recapitulate: in the refugee policies, all actors involved expressed support for generous 

policy and asserted that restriction in Sweden’s policy were due to external factors. Supporters 

claimed EU would solve the issue of restrictions and sceptics argued EU cooperation and 

membership would lead to restrictions.  
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